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Abstract

Web-based educational systems are now becoming part of main stream education. As an essential component of the web based educational systems, the student model enables the system to provide individualised course contents and study guidance, and therefore to help the students with different backgrounds and knowledge levels to achieve their learning goals effectively on the web.

A prototype student model was developed in this project for a web based learning system. The architecture of student model is divided in two parts: individual and group student models. The information contained in individual student model includes the student knowledge levels for course contents, study goals, learning styles, preferences, etc. The individual student model is initialised by asking students their behavioural preferences through a questionnaire, and using default information based on stereotyping in the group student model. The model is updated dynamically according to student study times and/or assessment results. The group student model is extracted by a cumulative analysis of the individual student models of various students and is used for giving guidance to the students. Both navigation and content adaptations are provided based on the information maintained in student models.

A web-based educational system was constructed for implementing and testing the student model. The web-based system adopted a three-tier, client-server architecture. The first tier is a set of HTML frames embedded with Java Applets running in the student’s web browser to provide course contents and navigation guides. The middle tier consists of Java Servlets, JSP, and application programs to receive student requests, update student model, and send adaptive course contents and navigation guidance information to the client side. The course contents are stored in XML files that are processed to create the individualised course content presentations. The third tier is the relational database for storing the course structures and contents, and the information in the student model.

This study produced a unique two-fold web-based student modelling system that can be applied to intelligently deliver the courses for a wide range of subject domains.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This chapter first describes the basic concepts and advantages of web-based intelligent educational systems and then states the importance of adaptation and student model in these systems. Finally it introduces the design approach adopted in the project and outline of the rest of the thesis.

1.2 Web-based Intelligent Educational System

*Intelligent educational systems* are computer programs that teach learners in intelligent manner. The techniques from artificial intelligent community are usually used to adapt the teaching processes to the needs of individual students.

*Web-based intelligent educational systems (WIES)* are those intelligent educational systems that can be accessed through the World Wide Web. A WIES makes an originally stand-alone educational system available to thousands of students all over the world via internet-connected computers.

A *web-based intelligent educational system* helps a wide range of students to achieve their learning goals effectively by delivering knowledge in an adaptive or individualised style through the web.

1.3 Advantages of Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems

The web-based intelligent educational systems inherit modern technologies of both artificial intelligent and web-based systems, so they have distinct advantages:
• **Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems are classroom independent.** The WIES makes the same educational process not only happen in one classroom once, but also around the world over and over again.

• **Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems are cross-platform deliverable.** Any platform that can utilise other web resources can share the materials used in the educational systems.

• **Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems can provide individualised adaptation.** Flexible individualised learning and teaching environment can be established according to the knowledge of the subject domain, information of the individual student or the groups of students, and teaching methodology.

• **Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems can provide adaptive hypermedia.** Learning materials can be dynamically produced and organised using web-based hypermedia and multimedia technologies.

• **Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems can keep centralised maintenance.** The systems need to be maintained only at server side, and the learning materials can be posted to the clients all over the world.

• **Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems are cost effective.** Once the teaching materials have been produced, they can be reused by any number of users.

### 1.4 Importance of Adaptation in Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems

The intelligence of an intelligent educational system is largely attributed to its ability to adapt to a specific student during the teaching process. As explained below, adaptation is more important for web-based educational systems than other standalone educational systems.
• The system will be used by a much wider variety of students. Since students may have very different backgrounds, learning styles, individual preferences, and knowledge levels, a system designed for any particular kind of students is not always suitable for others.

• The knowledge of a particular student can grow very quickly. The content page, which is quite complex for a student at the beginning, may soon become quite trivial and boring to the same student. The level and form of knowledge presentation may therefore need to be changed with the student learning process.

• The system will be used by the students in different places around the world where no teacher is available for face-to-face assistance in most cases. The system should provide individualised help just as a human tutor would.

• The systems are generally more appropriate for adopting student centred learning model instead of teacher centred learning model. The learning materials are presented according to the student's preference and knowledge level, which makes the study processes more interesting and effective.

1.5 Importance of Student Model in Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems

In general, the adaptation process can be described by three stages: getting the information about the student, processing the information to initialise and update a student model, and using the student model to provide the adaptation.

The student model is an essential component in the web-based intelligent education system. The adaptation of a web-based intelligent educational system mainly involves choosing and presenting each successive teaching activity as a function of entire scope of student's knowledge of the subject being taught and other relevant features of the student, which are in turn maintained in a student model. Therefore the student model is used to modify the interaction between the system and student to suit the needs of individual student.
1.6 Objective of the Project

This project is a part of the Technology Integrated Learning Environment (TILE) project, which is a web-based learning system being developed in Massey University, New Zealand. The main objectives of the project are as follows:

- **Design and implement a prototype student model used in Web-based Domain-independent Educational Environment.** One of the limitations of most existing adaptive web-based educational systems is that they are course specific. Since the TILE project is a general-purpose tool used to generate and deliver web-based courses for a wide range of subject domains, the techniques for modeling student learning behaviors in certain subjects may not applicable. Therefore, the prototype student model is intended for capturing the characteristics of general learning processes.

- **Design and implement a prototype web-based educational environment to test and evaluate the prototype student model.** According to requirements of the TILE system, the student model should be able to provide adaptive features in various scenarios including:
  - offline with local server – in this mode, educational materials are provided from a local server in student's computer
  - online without local server – in this mode, educational materials are provided from a remote server
  - online with local server – in this mode, most educational materials are provided from a local server in student's computer, but student still has access to the remote server and local information can be updated from the remote server

For this purpose, a client-server approach will be adopted for the system. To take advantage of the inferences of server side model (extracted by a cumulative analysis of the individual student models) the overall student model module includes both individual and group student models.
1.7 Research Approach

The following steps summarise the research approach used to satisfy the objectives described above:

- Literature review on the research articles and the existing web-based intelligent educational systems employing student models.

- Design the system architecture, student model, and database based on the literature review.

- Implement the prototype student model and associated prototype web-based educational system.

1.8 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis describes the whole approach of this project. It is divided into three sections:

- The first section presents the existing research in the field, which include the two chapters -- introduction and literature review.

- The second section talks about the system and student model design and implementation, which include three chapters -- system architecture, database, and student model design and implementation.

- The third section is the project results, which include two chapters -- student model adaptation and the student model evaluation and the conclusion.

This thesis outline is shown in Figure 1-1.
Chapter 1
Introduction and project objectives

Chapter 2
Literature review for web-based educational system and student modelling

Chapter 3
System architecture, networks technologies, communication methods and program structures

Chapter 4
Knowledge base and student model database design and implementation

Chapter 5
Data structure and algorithms of student model initialisation and update

Chapter 6
The usage of student model in system adaptation

Chapter 7
Discussions on the student model and future work

Figure 1-1  Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter first introduces the architectures of standalone and web-based intelligent educational systems, and then discusses the information contained in the web-based intelligent educational systems, mainly in the domain model and student model. The next section reviews the student modelling processes namely model initialisation and update. Finally the last two sections investigate the usage of student model, i.e. achieving individualised adaptation based on the data maintained in the student model.

2.2 Architecture of Intelligent Educational Systems

2.2.1 Standalone Intelligent Educational Systems

To achieve effective teaching results, a good human teacher must possess three types of knowledge: the knowledge of subject domains, the knowledge of students, and the knowledge of teaching methodologies. As a simulation of human teachers, a typical standalone intelligent educational system (Figure 2-1) usually consists of an expert module, a student model module, a tutoring module, and a user interface module (Brusilovsky, 1994).

- The expert module comprises the facts and rules of the particular domain to be conveyed to the students, i.e. the knowledge of the experts in this subject.
- The student model module represents the educational system's belief of the current state of a specific student, which includes the student's knowledge and skills on the domain, and the student's subject-independent characteristics relevant to the learning processes.
- The tutoring module is used to decide which pedagogic activities to be presented (lectures, hints to overcome impasses, advice, support, explanations, practice tasks, tests, etc.) based on the information of individual student in the student model module and its own tutorial structure.
• The *user interface module* is the communication component that controls interaction between the student and the system (Kinshuk, 1996).

![Diagram of the architecture of standalone intelligent educational systems](image)

**Figure 2-1 The architecture of standalone intelligent educational systems**

### 2.2.2 Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems

The *web-based intelligent educational systems* are generally implemented by rearranging or distributing the standalone intelligent educational components between client and server, and adding some new components to facilitate the client-server communication. According to the location where the system functions are performed, three types of architectures can be specified as follows.

- **Replicated Architecture**

  The system with the replicated architecture is an integrated program, for instance a Java applet, which can be downloaded from a specific URL to a student’s machine. *The system resides and executes on the client side web browser.* The server is only act as a repository of a tutoring system to be downloaded. The Tutor (Vassileva, 1997) developed in the DCG authoring tool and ADIS (Waendorf & Tan, 1997) used this architecture.
Centralised Architecture

In the centralised architecture, all system functions are performed in the server side, and the client side web browser is only used for displaying the system interface. For instance, the server may communicate with the clients through CGI (common gateway interface) programs on the server side. The students interact with the system using HTML entry forms in a standard web browser. The HTML entry forms can pass the requests and responses of students to the application server. The major disadvantages of this architecture are lack of immediate reaction to a user action and potential difficulties in handling complex client/server communication due to the stateless feature of CGI programs.

The systems employing the centralized architecture include algebra tutor PAT-Online (Ritter, 1997), anatomy tutor (Eliot, 97), SQLT-Web (Mitrovic, 2000), ELM-ART (Brusiovsyky, 1996) and CALAT (Nakabayashi et al, 1997).

Distributed Architecture

In the distributed architecture, the system functions reside in both the server and client sides (Figure 2-2). The ways in which the functions are distributed vary from system to system. Normally, the system functions related to user interactions execute on client side, and these functions are usually implemented as Java applets or JavaScript embedded in HTML pages. The communication mechanism between server and clients can be low-level socket connection and remote procedure invocation (RMI).

This architecture is used for teaching scientific inquiry skills (Suthers and Jones, 1997), and the web-based framework ID (Omega group, 2000).

Recent web-based systems tend to adopt CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) or Java-based distributed infrastructure. For example, in WALTS the client connects to the server by HTTP protocol only once for initial connection and downloading the client side application (JavaScript, Java Applet, etc.). After initialisation, a proprietary protocol
is employed for the client to deal with application server directly with the participation of the web server in the further communication (Choi & Woo, 2000).

![Architecture of distributed web-based intelligent educational systems](image)

**Figure 2-2** Architecture of distributed web-based intelligent educational systems

2.3 Information Handling in Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems

In a web-based intelligent educational system a large amount of information is needed to represent domain knowledge and to model the student learning behaviour.

2.3.1 Representation of Domain Knowledge (Domain Model)

It is obvious that a student model cannot simulate all the information about student’s knowledge, and much of the student knowledge would not be even useful for a given domain. A student
knowledge model must be established on the basis of given domain knowledge structure that is also referred as the *domain model*.

From the viewpoint of the domain model structure, *curriculum elements* (CE) may be independent of one another, or more likely are linked to each other by one or more types of relationships. The most common relationships include *prerequisite* (learning a CE requires the mastery of its prerequisites) and *navigational priority* (a CE is presented before another). These relationships may connect all CEs in a subject domain to form a network.

Bayesian belief net is an example of the knowledge element network, which has been applied in several applications to update and infer student knowledge (Far & Hashimoto, 2000; Henze & Nejdl, 2000; Anjaneyulu, 1997).

### 2.3.2 Information in Student Models

A comprehensive student model should contain information about the student’s domain knowledge prior to the use of the educational system, the learner’s progress, preferences, interests, goals, and any other information related to the learner (Self, 1994).

Student models have usually been classified according to the nature and form of information contained in the models (Brusilovsky, 1994). Based on the relationship with the subject domain, the information held in student models could be divided into two major groups: *domain specific information* and *domain independent information*.

#### 2.3.2.1 Domain-Specific Information

The model of domain-specific information is named as the *student knowledge model (SKM)* (Brusilovsky, 1994), which represents a reflection of the student’s state and level of knowledge and skills in term of a particular subject. In relation to domain knowledge representation, student knowledge models are classified as follows.
• **Scalar Models**

A scalar model is the simplest form of SKM, which describes the level of learner’s knowledge on the entire domain by means of a certain integral estimate such as a number ranging from 1 to 5.

• **Overlay Models**

If the entire domain model is made up of a set of knowledge elements or curriculum elements (CE), the overlay model represents the student knowledge as a subset of the domain model. A certain measure is assigned to each curriculum element based on the estimated student’s understanding on that element. The measure can be a scalar (an integer, or probability measure, or a flag such as initial acquisition/assimilation/mastery) or a vector estimate (Brusilovsky, 1994; Kinshuk, 1996; Paiva, 1995).

• **Error Models**

Because overlay models cannot represent the errors that the students made, the bug models or error models are developed to define and reflect the reasons of erroneous student behaviours. The error models can be divided into **perturbation models** and **differential models**.

- **Perturbation models** assume one or more perturbations (misconceptions) exist for each curriculum element. The incorrect student behaviours (errors) may be caused by the application of one of misconceptions in place of the related correct knowledge element. The student knowledge is therefore represented by a union of a subset of the domain model and another subset of the misconception set with all misconceptions that the learner may have (Brusilovsky, 1994; Kinshuk, 1996; Paiva, 1995).

- **Differential models** capture misconceptions by only including the entities representing the differences between the expert knowledge and the learner's acquired knowledge (Paiva, 1995).
- **Genetic Models**

Although both *overlay models* and *error models* represent the students' knowledge states, they do not reflect the whole structure of domain knowledge. *Genetic models* represent the student knowledge developing process from simple to complex and from special to general. The genetic model can be described by a genetic graph, and it nodes and the relationships between the nodes represent knowledge elements and their interactions (Goldstein, 1979).

- **Other Domain Specific Information**

The other domain-specific information that may be stored in a student model includes:

- Student's prior knowledge about the domain
- *Records of learning behaviours* (number of lectures taken, number of helps asked, frequency of mistakes made while solving problems, reaction/answering time while solving problems, etc)
- *Records of evaluation/assessment* (qualitative and quantitative scores)

### 2.3.2.2 Domain-Independent Information

A student model also needs to cover a certain amount of domain-independent information in addition to the student's current knowledge level. The domain-independent information about a student may include learning goals, cognitive aptitudes, measures for motivation state, preference about the presentation method, factual and historic data, etc.

- **Goals**

*Learning goals* answer the questions of why the student uses the educational system and what the student actually wants to achieve. Learning goals are crucial for establishing the correct teaching strategies, as they represent some basic features of a particular learning process. Almost
one third of existing adaptation relies on learning goals (Brusilovsky, 1996a). The goals can be classified as follow:

- The *learning goal* that is a higher level goal and relatively stable.
- The *problem-solving goal* that is a lower-level goal and may change from one problem to another several times within a teaching unit.

- **Cognitive Aptitudes**

  Shute (1995) identified a number of specific cognitive aptitudes in an overlay model besides student's general attributes:

  - General knowledge (GK)
  - Inductive reasoning skill (IR)
  - Working memory capacity (WM)
  - Procedural learning skill (PL)
  - Information processing speed (IPS)
  - Associative learning skill (AL)
  - Reflectivity
  - Risk-taking.

  In the overlay model the curriculum elements were classified as three types: *symbolic knowledge* (SK, something representing something else by association or convention), *procedural skill* (PK, being able to apply rules in solution of a problem), and *conceptual knowledge* (CK, high-level relationships among concepts, schemas, and rules relating them together). The mastery of different types of curriculum elements was associated with one or more types of cognitive aptitudes (Capuano et al., 2000).

- **Motivational States**

  *Motivation State* is the force that drives the learner to engage in learning activities. The student motivational state can be measured by a number of long-term and short-term parameters such as
motivation, effort, attention, interest, distraction, persistence, etc. These parameters are in turn associated with other factors including knowledge level, readiness, complexity of topic, learning outcome, etc.

Far and Hashimoto (2000) proposed a learner model that considered both student motivation and knowledge states. The student motivational state was represented in a Bayesian network as shown in Figure 2-3. The graph encoded the causal dependency among motivational aspects (an arrow from A to B is read as ‘A influences B’).

![Figure 2-3 Student’s motivational states model (Far & Hashimoto, 2000)](image-url)
• Background and Experience

Both background and experience information can be used as bases for deriving student model parameters.

- **Background information** is about the student previous experience that may have impact on student learning achievement, such as profession, relevant work experience, perspectives etc. EPIAIM, C-Book, and Anatom-Tutor included the background information in student models for adaptation (Brusilovsky, 1996).

- **Experience information** is about how familiar the student is with the learning environment. The students who are quite familiar with the subject domain may be novices in using the educational systems and vice versa. This information is helpful in selecting appropriate adaptive navigation methods.

• Preferences

The users may have different preferences over a range of aspects of an education system. These preferences could be domain related or domain independent. Student preferences are considered different from other information stored in student models in that they cannot be deduced by the system. The students have to inform the system directly or indirectly about his or her preferences. It is important for a web-based educational system to present and organise the learning materials in the way that is both effective and preferred by the student. Individual student preferences can also be accumulated to form group student preferences in a group student model. The most important part of student preferences is the learning style that is correlated with multiple intelligence.

- **Multiple Intelligence**

Howard Gardner’s most current research defines eight distinct intelligence forms stated as follows (Lane, 1998):
1) **Verbal/linguistic intelligence** – plays with word
2) **Logical/mathematical intelligence** – plays with questions
3) **Visual/spatial intelligence** – plays with pictures
4) **Musical/rhythmic intelligence** – plays with music
5) **Bodily/kinaesthetic intelligence** – plays with moving
6) **Intra-personal intelligence** – plays alone
7) **Interpersonal intelligence** – plays with socialising
8) **Naturalist intelligence** – plays with categories

Gardner suggested that everyone possesses all above intelligence but in varying degrees, consequently one person can show low ability in one domain area but high ability in another domain. According to the *multiple intelligence theory*, intelligent educational system should be individualised so that every student can be guided to achieve his or her maximum potential (Lane, 2000).

## Learning Style

A *learning style* is defined as the unique collection of individual skills and preferences that affect how a student perceives, gathers, and process learning materials (Johnson & Orwig, 1998). Multiple intelligence determines multiple learning styles. Just as everyone has his/her unique ways to see, hear or experience the world, every learner has different preferences for how, when, where and how often to learn knowledge (Lane, 2000).

As everyone has multiple learning styles, presenting information to students in only one style will not meet the need of all students. If the learning materials are presented in the way that best fits the learning style and multiple intelligence of an individual student, the student can learn better and faster, and consequently resulting in creativity increasing and academic achievement.

In a web-based learning system, various interaction methods can be provided to satisfy different learning styles by employing multimedia objects (video, audio, text etc). Unfortunately, most learners have not discovered the learning styles that suit themselves best.
Canfield created a learning style inventory to help students to determine preferred learning conditions (peer, goal setting, competition, instructor detail), areas of interest (numeric, qualitative, inanimate, people), modes of learning (listening, reading, iconic, direct experience), and course expectations (Lane, 2000).

Litzinger and Osif (1992) proposed that everyone has preferred and consistent learning behaviours and methods. They broke the learning process into cognition, conceptualisation and affective. Kolb catalogued the learning styles in details and Harman (1995) gave some examples of suitable teaching methods (Lane, 2000):

1) **Concrete experience**--- laboratories, fieldwork, observations, and trigger films.
2) **Reflective observation**---logs, journals, and brainstorming.
3) **Abstract conceptualisation**---lectures, papers, and analogies.
4) **Active experimentation**---simulations, case studies, and homework.

- **Factual and Historic Data**

A student model may contain a number of **factual and historic data** about an individual student such as name, age, parents, ID, past education, interests, etc. These are necessary for initialising an individual student model.

### 2.4 Student Modelling

A **student model** is the system’s beliefs about the learner’s knowledge, interests and goals. The student model should be constantly updated in accordance with the dynamic features of the student knowledge acquisition process (Brusilovsky, 1994). Student modelling was well documented by Self (1974), Brusilovsky (1994), Paiva (1995), and Kinshuk (1996).

A student model is **executable** if its present state can be utilised to simulate the behaviours of the modelled student when the student is solving a problem. The executable models are also referred to as **procedural models** (Brusilovsky, 1994).
There are a variety of on-line educational systems currently using student modelling techniques, include OLAE (Online Assessment of Expertise) (Martin & VanLehn, 1993), POLA (Probabilistic Online Assessment) (Conati & VanLehn, 1996), and University of Saskatchewan’s Micro Web project (Stauffer, 1996).

2.4.1 Initialisation of Student Models

A student model can be initialised in three ways: explicit questioning, initial testing, or by stereotyping (Self, 1994).

• Explicit Questioning

The initial student models are usually constructed by directly questioning the learner. This method is a very effective way to obtain general information about a student (Paiva, 1995).

• Initial Testing

By asking the learner to take a test, the initial parameters in the student models can be obtained by analysing the test results. In order to control the length of the test, concept of neighbourhood of knowledge states may be applied (if curriculum elements A and B are in the same neighbourhood, mastery of A implies mastery of B).

• Stereotype

Stereotype is defined as a representation of a collection of attributes that occur in a certain group of people. The stereotype is usually used to transfer explicitly acquired information about a group of people into guesses about an individual. This group of people should share the same interest according to a set of criteria. The information in a stereotype is adopted as default assumptions for initial parameters in the student models (Self, 1994). Stereotypes may be modified according to newly gathered group information. The user modelling prototype UMIE
built user stereotypes based on the theory that a user does not cease to belong in a stereotype since the triggers of the stereotypes are facts that do not change (Benaki et al, 1997).

2.4.2 Update of Student Models

Both information sources and update methods are important for updating student models.

2.4.2.1 Information Used for Updating Student Models

The information used for updating a student model may be categorised as follow according to the information sources.

- Information currently stored in the student model
- Information currently stored in other components of ITS, e.g. domain model (structure of expert domain knowledge) may be maintained in the components other than the student model module within an ITS.
- Information gained through interaction between student and system.

Above information may be obtained in following ways (Brusilovsky, 1994; Kinshuk, 1996).

- Implicit acquisition, by observing the actions of a student while being engaged in learning processes
- Explicit acquisition, by direct dialogues between the system and the student e.g. explicit questioning.
- Structural acquisition, by analysing the interrelations between curriculum elements, e.g. if curriculum element A is a prerequisite of B, mastery of B means mastery of A, and lack of knowledge on A implies lack of knowledge on B.
- Historical acquisition, by generalized estimate of the student knowledge and capabilities or the student previous experience.
2.4.2.2 Methods Used for Updating Student Models

The most important information for updating the student model is derived by analysing student responses to the questions presented by the system, problems solving processes and operations within the system. These analytic processes can be called *cognitive diagnosis* that is also defined as the process of inferring a person's cognitive state from his or her performance (Paiva, 1995).

- **Analysis of Student Responses**

Analysis of student responses is also called *performance measuring* (Brusilovsky, 1994). The questions in a tutoring system can be divided into two categories:

- Simple questions requiring the student to master only one curriculum element
- Complex questions requiring the student to master more than one curriculum elements

When handling the response to a simple question, correct answer results in an increase in the measure of the related curriculum element in the student model, and the incorrect answer leads to a decrease in the measure.

An analysis of the response to a complex question needs more efforts. In case of correct answer it may be enough to increase the measures of all related curriculum elements. For an incorrect answer, additional analysis (e.g. based on structure of domain model) and test may be needed to further identify the acquired and not acquired curriculum elements. If a perturbation error model is employed, in cases of incorrect answers one should also determine which perturbations of the relevant curriculum elements are responsible for the error.

- **Analysis of the Process of Problem Solution**

The *model tracing* technology is usually applied to analyses a problem-solving episode. The system contain all possible correct rules that can be used by the student in solving the problem together with a catalogue of misconceptions responsible for possible errors that may occur. By
solving the problem with the student, the system is able to detect all correct rules and misconceptions used by the student in every step of the problem-solving process (Brusilovsky, 1994).

- Analysis of Student Actions

Analysis of the student actions is the most complex process. In certain domains it is possible to define every student action as a result of acquisition of a set of curriculum elements or misconceptions. Without knowing the problem to be solved, the system is able to identify acquired curriculum elements or misconceptions by simply tracing student actions. This method is usually referred to as issue tracing (Brusilovsky, 1994).

- Discounting Old Data

Data ageing reduces the values of old data in the student model and gives greater importance to the data derived from the recent evidence. Data ageing is based on the assumption that the more time has elapsed from the formation of the old data, the greater the probability the evidence supporting the data is no longer relevant (Webb & Kuzmycz, 1998).

2.5 Usage of Student Model

In a web-based intelligent educational system the data in the executable student model are employed to drive the teaching processes. The basic usage of student models is to provide individualised adaptation.

2.5.1 Usage of Student Model in Intelligent Educational Systems

In an intelligent educational system, the tutoring module can perform a wide range of functions that may be conducted by a human tutor in traditional training, and the student model can be used to adaptively execute each of these functions. These functions include knowledge development, error remediation, domain content representation, exploration space control,
knowledge diagnostics (accurate definition of student’s knowledge state), strategic functions (selection of global teach plans or strategies), prediction functions (student learning behaviour and learning path), and assessment functions (student assessment and ITS assessment) (Brusilovsky, 1994; Kashihara et al., 2000; Kinshuk et al., 2000; Self, 1988).

2.5.1.1 Knowledge Development

The process of an intelligent educational system to help a student knowledge development consists of several stages stated as follows.

- **What to Teach**

In ‘what to teach’ stage the student model provides information on what knowledge the student lacks. The tutoring module then will be able to decide curriculum sequence in goal-oriented tutoring mode, or provide active help and feedback during problem-solving process, or provide passive help under student requests.

- **Curriculum Sequence**

Curriculum sequence is used to provide the student with the most suitable individually planned sequence of knowledge units to learn and sequence of learning tasks (examples, questions, problems, etc.) to work with. It can help the student find an optimal path through the learning materials (Brusilovsky, 2000). Curriculum sequencing techniques can be subdivided into two types:

1) **High-level sequencing (knowledge sequencing)** uses student model and domain knowledge to select next teaching concept or topic.

2) **Low-level sequencing (task sequencing)** uses the student knowledge level recorded in the student model to determine next learning task or teaching operation (problem, example, test, and questions) within current topic.
The student models were used for curriculum sequencing in ITEM-IP (Brusilovsky, 1992b) ELM-ART (Brusilovsky et al., 1996), CALAT (Nakabayashi et al., 1997), InterBook (Brusilovsky & Schwarz, 1997), AST (Specht et al., 1997), MANIC (Stern et al., 1997), Medtec (Eliot et al., 1997), and DCG (Vassileva, 1997).

Active Help and Feedback

After updating the student model by analysing student behaviours, the system can provide active help and feedback, which can be categorised as follows:

1) **Intelligent feedback to student solutions** provides students with extensive error feedback after analysing the student solution to a simple or complex problem. A recent example is ELM-PE (Weber & Möllenberg, 1995).

2) **Interactive problem solving support** provides students with intelligent help such as hint or remind on every step of problem solving by monitoring and examining student actions. The ACT Programming Tutor (Corbett & Anderson, 1992) and GRACE (McKendree et al., 1992) provided this type of support.

3) **Example-based problem solving support** provides students with helpful examples related to their earlier study record during the process of problem solution. An example using this technique is ELM-PE (Weber & Möllenberg, 1995).

Passive Help

Whenever requested by a student, the system provides the students with passive help such as hint or answer to a question, or some extra explanation based on the student knowledge levels stored in the student model.
• **When to Teach**

In 'when to teach' stage the student model is used to choose an appropriate moment for knowledge development. This is particularly important when active help is needed during solution of problems.

• **How to Teach**

In 'how to teach' stage the student model is required for selecting proper *teaching actions* such as *explanations, tests, examples, and problems*. The selection is normally carried out according to the student learning style or preference as well as the student domain related knowledge level.

• **Implementation of Teaching Actions**

In this stage, certain teaching actions may be modified according to the state of student model. The degree of details involved in explaining a conception may be decided by means of the student model, for instance, the more the concept is studied, the less the details are provided in the explanation.

2.5.1.2 **Error Remediation**

Self (1988) identified the following remediation methods.

- *Error definition*: word description of error and recommendation for correction
- *Explicit remediation*: explicit presentation of correct knowledge
- *Implicit remediation*: prompts of correct knowledge or actions
- *Counter examples*: system-generated situations or problems
- *Demonstration of a solution method*
- *Access to previous experience*: previous experience stored in the student model
- *Repeat attempt: for persistent students*
- *Tactical retreat*
2.5.1.3 Domain Content Representation

Kinshuk et al. (2000) proposed a Multiple Representation Approach for providing guidelines for multimedia objects manipulation. The approach recommends selection of multimedia objects based on learner’s domain competence level.

2.5.1.4 Exploration Space Control

While a student is navigating in the domain space, the ITS automatically controls the exploration space by limiting information resources, number of searching paths and tools, and amount of presented information. The control is used for reducing the student’s cognitive load, and is conducted according to the student competence level, experience, etc. (Kashihara et al., 1997).

2.5.2 Usage of Student Model in Web-based Educational Systems

Web-based intelligent educational systems may be thought as the intelligent educational systems that are ported to the web and may employ the extra educational methods powered by various web technologies. The adaptation of a web-based intelligent educational system is the implementation of the adaptation technologies for the intelligent educational systems in a web-based hypermedia environment. Because web pages have the nature of hyper-space, it provides a good platform for intelligent educational systems to practice their adaptation activities using hypermedia objects.

Most of the usage of student model in intelligent educational systems described above can be ported to web-based systems easily and some of them can be extended due to the advanced web-based technology.

• Curriculum sequencing

In the context of Web-based education, proper curriculum sequencing should be performed so that the learners with little or no external assistance are not lost in a large amount of hypermedia
objects and links. Web-based hyper-space can make it more flexible to guide students going through available information. Currently, it is used by almost all the web-based intelligent educational systems.

- **Intelligent feedback of student solutions**

Because intelligent feedback to student solution needs only one interaction between browser and server during a complete solution, it is a very suitable technology in the slow networks. The recent web-based intelligent educational systems using this technology are ELM-ART (an ITS for programming in LISP) (Brusilovsky et al., 1996) and WITS (an ITS for differential calculations) (Okazaki et al., 1997).

- **Interactive problem solving support**

This technology is not widely used in Web-based systems as in standalone systems, since it is usually difficult for the server-based applications to be interactive enough to support both watching the student actions and providing help on each step. Each interaction between browser and server may take a visible amount of time, and thus performing interaction on each step may make the problem solving process unbearable. The situation is improving with fast advances in web technologies.

Several systems demonstrated that the interactive problem solving support technology could work on the WWW. PAT-Online (Brusilovsky et al., 1997; Ritter, 1997), Belvedere (Suthers & Jones, 1997), ADIS (Warendorf & Tan, 1997). In above systems, reasonably small Java applets provided nice interactive interfaces, and the intelligent and adaptive parts resided on the server.

- **Example based problem solving**

Example based problem solving does not require extensive client-server interaction and can be naturally used in intelligent educational systems on the Web. ELM-ART applied this technology on the web (Brusilovsky et al., 1996).
2.6 Adaptation in Web-based Intelligent Educational Systems

By using student model various visible aspects of the educational systems can be adapted to the students. The same teaching materials can be presented differently to the students with different information stored in the corresponding student models. In a web-based hypermedia context, the contents of the web pages and the links from the web pages can be adapted, which are referred to as *adaptive presentation* and *adaptive navigation* respectively.

2.6.1 Adaptive Presentation

The goal of the *adaptive presentation technology* is to adapt the content of a hypermedia page to the user's goals, knowledge and other information stored in the user model (Brusilovsky, 2000). Boyle and Encarnacion (1994) demonstrated that adaptive presentation improved student performance. In a web-based hypermedia environment, not only the text but also the multimedia objects can be presented adaptively.

In a system with adaptive presentation, web pages can be dynamically produced or assembled from several pieces for each student or group of students to fit their special requests. Generally, qualified students receive detailed and in-depth information, while novices receive extra explanation (Beaumont 1994; Boyle & Encarnacion, 1994). The tutoring systems adopting the adaptive presentation techniques include ITEM/IP (Brusilovsky, 1992b), Anatom-Tutor (Beaumont, 1994), C-Book (Kay & Kummerfeld, 1994b), De Bra's adaptive course on Hypertext (Calvi & De Bra, 1997) Medtec (Eliot et al., 1997), ELM-ART, AST, and InterBook (Diego et al., 2000).

2.6.1.1 General Approaches of Adaptive Presentation

- **Additional Explanations**

Some parts of information about a concept may be hidden from a particular student if the information is not suitable for the student knowledge level (Brusilovsky, 1996a). As a result, in
addition to the basic presentation, some category of students can get additional information that is specially prepared for them but will not be shown to other students. This method was used in MetaDoc (Boyle & Encarnacion, 1994), KN-AHS (Kobsa et al., 1994), ITEM/IP (Brusilovsky, 1992b), EPIAIM (de Rosis et al., 1993), and Anatom-Tutor (Beaumont, 1994).

• Prerequisite Explanations

Before presenting the explanation of a concept, the explanations of all its prerequisite concepts whose contents are not fully understood by the student are inserted. C-book applied this technique (Kay & Kummerfeld, 1994b).

• Comparative Explanations

While presenting a concept, the comparative explanations for the already learned similar concepts are provided to stress similarities and differences between the two concepts. ITEM/IP, Lisp-Critic, and C-book applied this technique (Kay & Kummerfeld, 1994b).

• Explanation Variants

The system stores several variants for some parts of the page content, and the student gets the proper variant based on his or her student model data. This approach was adopted in Lisp-Critic (Fischer et al., 1990), Hypadapter (Hohl et al., 1996), SYPROS (Gonschorek & Herzog, 1995)

• Sorting

The fragments of information about a concept are sorted so that the pieces most relevant to user’s background and knowledge level are placed toward the front. This method was implemented in Hypadapter (Hohl, Böcker & Gunzenhäuser, 1996) and EPIAIM (de Rosis et al., 1993).
2.6.1.2 Implementation of Adaptive Presentation

• **Conditional Text**

All information about a concept is divided into several chunks of texts. Each chunk is associated with a condition on the student knowledge level maintained in the student model. When presenting the information about the concept, the system presents only the chunks where the related conditions are true. This technique is very flexible, and can be employed to implement all the explanation adaptations listed above excluding sorting. ITEM/IP (Brusilovsky, 1992b), and C-book (Kay & Kummerfeld, 1994b) use it.

• **Stretch-Text**

It can also turn off and on different parts of the content according to the student knowledge level. In stretch text, there are a number of hot words within a content text, each of which is associated with an extra hidden piece of text for detailed in-depth explanation. A hot word is activated if the student knowledge level reaches a prescribed standard. This technique was proposed in the MetaDoc (Boyle & Encarnacion, 1994) and developed further in KN-AHS (Kobsa et. al., 1994).

• **Page Variants**

A system keeps two or more variants of the same page with different presentations of the same content. As a rule, each variant is prepared for one of several possible user stereotypes, and the system selects the page variant according to the user stereotype. This technique was applied in Anatom-Tutor (Beaumont, 1994) with the background stereotypes, and in C-book (Kay & Kummerfeld, 1994b) with the stereotypes reflecting user proficiency.
• **Fragment Variants**

The system stores several variants of explanations for each concept and the user gets the page that includes fragment variants corresponding to his or her knowledge about the concepts presented in the page. This idea was supported by the work of Paris and Anatomy-Tutor (Brusilovsky, 1996a).

• **Frame-based Technique**

All the information about a particular concept is represented in form of a frame. Slots of a frame can contain several explanation variants of the concept, links to other frames, examples, etc. Special presentation rules are used to decide which slots should be presented to a particular student and in which order. The frame-based technique was applied in Hypadapter (Hohl et. al., 1996), and EPIAIM (de Rosis et al., 1993). This technique and can be utilised to implement all explanation adaptations mentioned above except prerequisite and comparative explanations.

2.6.2 Adaptive Navigation

The goal of the *adaptive navigation technology* is to support the student in hyperspace orientation and navigation by changing the appearance of visible links. In particular, the system can adaptively sort, annotate, or partly hide the links of the current page to make it easier for users to choose next link. In a WWW context where hypermedia is a basic organisational paradigm, adaptive navigation support can be used very naturally and efficiently.

2.6.2.1 General Approaches of Adaptive Navigation

• **Global Guidance**

*Global guidance* helps students find the shortest way to the information they want. The most direct method is to provide the student with the links to follow at every browsing step. This method was used in WebWatcher (Armstrong et al., 1995), Adaptive HyperMan (Mathé & Chen,
1996), and HYPERFLEX (Kaplan et al., 1993). The student’s study goal and domain knowledge level will be the basis of global guidance. Curriculum sequence can provide global guidance with dynamic button “next”.

- **Local Guidance**

Local guidance helps students move one navigation step by suggesting the most relevant links from the current node according to the student preferences, knowledge level, and background. Methods used in educational hypermedia are sorting links and direct guidance according to the user knowledge (Brusilovsky & Weber, 1996; Kushniruk & Wang, 1994; Pérez et al., 1995).

- **Global Orientation**

Global orientation helps the students to understand the overall course structure and his/her absolute position in the hyper-space. It can be implemented by applying hiding and annotation technologies. Hiding reduces the size of the visible hyper-space and can simplify both orientation and learning. Keeping a node in the same annotation at different pages makes the student recognise the nodes he or she met before and understand the current position easily. This method was used in ISIS-Tutor (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994), HyperTutor (Pérez et al, 1995; Clibbon, 1995), Hypadapter (Hohl, Böcker & Gunzenhäuser, 1996), ISIS-Tutor, SYPROS (Gonschorek & Herzog, 1995), HyperTutor and Hynecosum (Vassileva, 1996).

- **Local Orientation**

Local orientation helps the user by pointing out what is around and his or her relative position in the local hyper-space. It can also be implemented by annotation and hiding.

Annotation provides additional information about the nodes available from the current node. The current states of the nodes behind visible links can be displayed by showing several gradations of link relevancy, reflecting several levels of user knowledge of the nodes, (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994; Brusilovsky & Zyryanov, 1993; de La Passardiere & Dufresne, 1992; Schwarz et al.,
1996), outlining the links related to the current goal (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994), and providing special annotation for links not ready to be learned.

Hiding limits the number of navigation opportunities to decrease the cognitive overload and let the students concentrate themselves on analysing the most relevant links. Hiding the links to the nodes that are not yet ready to be learned was used in ISIS-Tutor (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994), HyperTutor (Pérez et al., 1995; Clibbon, 1995), and Hypadapter (Hohl, Böcker & Gunzenhäuser, 1996). Hiding the links to the nodes that belong to the educational goals of subsequent lessons is done in ISIS-Tutor and SYPROS (Gonschorek & Herzog, 1995).

2.6.2.2 Implementation of Adaptive Navigation

Direct guidance, sorting, hiding, and annotating are the primary technologies for adaptive navigation support. Most existing adaptation techniques use exactly one of these ways to provide adaptive navigation support. However, these technologies are not contradictory and can be used in combinations. For example, ISIS-Tutor (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994) used direct guidance, hiding, and annotation and Hypadapter (Hohl, Böcker & Gunzenhäuser, 1996) used sorting, hiding, and annotation. In particular, the direct guidance technology can be naturally used in combination with any of the three other technologies" (Brusilovsky, 1996).

- Direct Guidance

Direct guidance is the simplest way to provide adaptive navigation support, but it provides limited or no support for the students who would not like to follow the system's suggestion. It can be implemented by visually outlining the link to the "best" node as in Web Watcher (Armstrong et al., 1995) or by presenting an additional dynamic link connected to the "best" node as in ISIS-Tutor (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994), SHIVA (Zeiliger, 1993), HyperTutor (Pérez et al., 1995), and Land Use Tutor (Kushniruk & Wang, 1994).
• Sorting

Sorting is to reorder all the links of a particular page according to the student model and to some user-valuable criteria, such as, the more close to the top, the more relevant the link is. The limitation is that it can only be used with non-contextual links, and makes the order of links non-stable, but the stable order of options is important for novices (Debevc, Rajko & Donlagic, 1994; Kaptelinin, 1993). It is useful and can significantly reduce navigation time in information retrieval applications (Armstrong et al., 1995; Kaplan et al., 1993; Mathé & Chen, 1996, Kaplan et al., 1993), on-line documentation systems (Hohl, Böcker & Gunzenhäuser, 1996), and educational hypermedia (Tomek et al., 1993).

• Hiding

Hiding restricts the navigation space and reduces students cognitive overload by hiding links to irrelevant pages or nodes. It can be used with all kinds of non-contextual, index, and map links by hiding buttons or menu items (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994), and by transferring contextual links from clickable "hot words" to normal text (Gonschorek & Herzog, 1995; Pérez et al., 1995). Hiding is also more transparent to the student and looks more "stable" than sorting as the links are usually added incrementally, but not removed or reordered (Brusilovsky, 1996).

• Annotation

Adaptive annotation can tell students more about the current state of the annotated links by using some forms of comments. The annotation can be implemented in the form of text or visual cues, for example, varied icons (de La Passardiere & Dufresne, 1992; Schwarz et al., 1996), colours (Brusilovsky & Pesin, 1994; Brusilovsky & Zyryanov, 1993), or font sizes (Hohl, Böcker & Gunzenhäuser, 1996).

Annotation can distinguish several levels of relevancy (not just relevant and non-relevant as in hiding) as it implemented in Hypadaptor (Hohl, Böcker & Gunzenhäuser, 1996), ELM-ART
(Brusilovsky et al., 1996), InterBook (Brusilovsky & Schwarz, 1997), WEST-KBNS (Brusilovsky, Eklund & Schwarz, 1997), and AST (Specht et al., 1997)

2.6.3 Adaptive Collaboration Support

Adaptive collaboration support is a very new technology that was developed with development of network-based educational systems. It can use system's knowledge about different students to form a matching collaborating group. Existing examples include formation of a group for collaborative problem solving at a proper moment of time (Hoppe, 1995; Ikeda, Go & Mizoguchi, 1997) and finding the most competent peer to answer a question about a topic (Bishop, Greer & Cooke, 1997; McCalla et al., 1997).

2.7 Summary

The intelligent educational system usually consists of an expert module, a student model module, a tutoring module, and a user interface module. Web-based educational systems arrange these modules in client or server side as replicated, centralised or distributed architectures. Web-based educational systems contain data of both domain model and student model. These data will be used for student model initialisation and may be updated by student modelling process. As a result, web-based intelligent educational systems can provide individualised adaptation based-on student model. The basic structure and operations of the student model module and its relationship with other components in an intelligent educational system are illustrated in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4 Structure of student model module and its relationship with other modules
Chapter 3 System Architecture Design and Implementation

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the basic architecture of the web-based educational system for testing the student model. The Java related techniques and client-server communication methods used in the system are discussed. After introducing the design of the system interfaces, the Java implementation of the system is described in details.

3.2 System Architecture in Relation with TILE Project

The Technology Integrated Learning Environment (TILE) project is designed to provide an integrated system for the management, authoring, delivery and monitoring of education at a distance (Jesshope et al., 2000). The modular framework of the system includes the modules of a typical Intelligent Educational System (IES) --- an expertise module, a student model module, a tutoring module, and a user interface module. These modules are to be developed as a range of tools to be integrated into the whole system.

The overall architecture of the TILE project is based on distributed, three-tire client-server architecture. The client is only concerned with user interface and connection to the server, most of the course delivery logic is located in the server side, from which the database can directly be accessed (Gehne et al., 2000). A relational database is built in the server side for flexible distribution, update and synchronisation of course materials, and easy standardisation of the interface of various tools.

The system architecture of this project is mainly based on the framework of TILE project. Because the other modules of the TILE project have not been established yet, the knowledge base
and the course delivery logic have to be built along with the prototype student model in this project for testing the prototype student model.

Figure 3-1 describes the scope of this study in relation to the three-tier architecture, in which the system implementation details and technologies used for the implementation are emphasised.

### 3.3 Java and Related Network Technologies Used in this Project

To implement the three-tier architecture, Java and Java-related open source tools are utilised in this project. The server employs the public-domain tools such as Apache, Tomcat, and InstantDB. The client is a collection of HTML pages embedded with Java applets for client-server communication and the student model presentation. Java and the related network technologies used in the system are discussed below.

#### 3.3.1 Java

Java is a powerful, platform-independent programming language. Java has the benefits of being simple, object-oriented, distributed, interpreted, robust, secure, architecturally neutral, portable, high-performance, and dynamic. No programming language makes it as easy to access the Internet as Java. With Java’s java.net package, elegant stream-based I/O classes, and easy-to-use multithreading capability, network programming becomes straightforward.

Due to its object-orientated features and powerful networking capabilities, Java is considered as the most natural and efficient platform for developing and delivering this distributed web-based application.

JBuilder is an integrated Java development environment that provides visual tools and wizards for easy and rapid application development. JBuilder supports for the latest Java standards. JBuilder4 is used to develop the prototype student model and the related testing system.
Figure 3-1: Scope of this study in relation to the three-tier architecture
3.3.2 Applet

An applet is a Java program that can be included in an HTML page and run in multiple web browsers without installation. When a Java enabled browser is used to view a web page that contains an applet, the applet's code is transferred to the browser and executed by its Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

Java Plug-in software enables Java applets to run using Sun's Java Runtime Environment (JRE), which provides a Java compatible environment for web browsers. By this way, applets can take full advantage of the latest features of the Java platform and be assured that they will run reliably and consistently.

Because the Java applet can provide a fully interactive graphical user interface running locally on the client browser, it is the best choice for creating dynamic visualisation of the student model data that are constantly changing and maintained in the server side.

This system used a Java applet class (ControlApplet) to build a distributed graphical user interface (including content tree, concept list, and suggested links) that can run in the Web browser on any student computer with the help of Java plug-in. Since the server-side Java programs perform the tasks of tracking student behaviours and implementing the student model update algorithms, the small and nimble Java applet can deliver relatively sophisticated demonstrations on the processes of the student model update.

3.3.3 Servlet

Servlets are server-side Java programs that provide a component-based, platform-independent method for building web-based applications. Since the Java servlet technology not only provides the features of traditional CGI scripts but also has the benefits of efficiency and portability, it is used to develop the server-side components for client-server communication in this project. The advantages of Java servlets in relation to this project are summarised as:
• The segmented design of Java servlets enables and encourages handling requests with a cascade of specialised objects instead of doing everything in one big script as in CGI programs. Therefore Java servlets are easier to be revised, maintained, and reused than CGI scripts. This project implements several servlet classes, each of which only deals with one type of client-server communication.

• A servlet is only instantiated once by the servlet engine when the client first accesses the URL it resides, and all subsequent accesses are put through that one object. This improves performance by keeping the response time of servlets lower than that of CGI programs that must be run once for every access. In this project the performance improvement by using servlets is obvious due to the frequent client-server communication during the student working process.

• Java servlet technology provides means to make certain objects to be unique to a user session and others to be shared among all users. In this project, the data structures representing the student model data are maintained exclusively for each student learning session.

• Servlets allow dynamic interaction between a web browser and components on the server, which accept data via HTTP and send back HTML code. This feature meets the request of dynamically tracking student behaviours in this study.

• Servlets can access all Java APIs, including use JDBC API for uniform database access. In this project, two servlets (LoginServlet and SaveServlet) were used to load data from and save data into the database through JDBC.

3.3.4 JSP

JSP (JavaServer Pages) technology is an extension of the servlet technology that enables the rapid development of dynamic web pages. A JSP file is actually compiled into servlets by the
servlet engine when the JSP file is first required from a client. Since it is tedious to output HTML using servlets, the JSP pages are written for producing the complex HTML outputs.

### 3.3.5 JDBC

JDBC technology is an API that allows access to the tabular data sources from Java programming language. It provides cross-DBMS (database management system) connectivity to a wide range of SQL databases. To use the JDBC API with a particular database management system, a JDBC technology-based driver is needed to mediate between JDBC technology and the database. In this project, JDBC was employed to access the student model database that is managed by InstantDB - a relational database management system written purely in Java.

### 3.3.6 Tomcat

Tomcat is a Java servlet running environment or a servlet engine that manages execution of servlets and server pages. It is an open-source implementation of Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages technologies developed at the Apache Software Foundation. Tomcat can be used as either a stand-alone container (mainly for development and debugging) or as an add-on to an existing web server (currently Apache, IIS and Netscape servers are supported). Since Tomcat is considered as the most stable and efficient open-source servlet container, it was selected as the servlet running shell in cooperation with Apache HTTP server to perform client-server communication tasks.

### 3.3.7 XML

Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) is a universal format for structured documents and data on the Web. XML documents simply mark up pages with descriptive tags whose meaning need not be described or explained. Java JAXP enables the applications to parse and transform XML documents in a way that is independent of a particular XML processing implementation. SAX is the event-driven, serial-access mechanism for accessing XML documents. SAX is the simplest and least memory-intensive mechanism for dealing with XML documents when compared with
other technologies such as COM and XSLT. Therefore the SAX technology supported by Java JAXP was used in this study for converting XML teaching materials into individualised HTML pages adapted to the student model data. In future development the XSLT technology may be used to convert HTML teaching materials to XML files for storage and adaptations.

3.3.8 Java Scripts

JavaScript is a scripting language that can be inserted into an HTML page. JavaScript is supported by both Netscape and Internet Explorer. Because JavaScript can put dynamic text into an HTML page and can be set to execute in response to a number of web browser events, it is used to perform the tasks needed when certain student actions take place. For instance, a JavaScript function was written for sending message to inform the server to save student model data back to the database when the student closes the web browser.

3.4 Basic Structure Design of the Three Tier Architecture

The system in this project is implemented with a three-tier, client-server architecture. The client is the presentation interfaces that are implemented as HTML frames embedded with Java applets and run in a web browser. The Java application programs for performing the student model update and adaptation reside in the middle layer server. The server-side application components communicate directly with the backend database storing information of course materials and student model. Figure 3-2 shows the three-tier architecture of the system.

3.4.1 Client Tier

The client tier is a web browser running in the student computer. The browser functions as the user interface of the tutoring model and is responsible for handling adaptive presentation of course materials and providing adaptive navigation support.

The main interface uses an HTML frame that is divided into two parts. A front-end applet is placed on the left side of the main HTML frame. The applet is used to dynamically track
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student working process and to provide the student with navigation adaptation support. The course materials are presented as HTML files on the right side. The HTML forms are used to submit the student’s answer to questions to the corresponding servlet.

3.4.2 Middle Tier

The middle tier that resides in the server side handles the student model initialisation and update logic. It is responsible for receiving client requests, processing the data contained in the requests, applying student model initialisation and update logic to the data, and generating a client response based on the updated student model. The middle tier consists of the servlets objects communicating with client tier, the application objects simulating the knowledge base and student model, and the database access objects. The servlets process the requests from the client-side applets, invoke methods in the application objects, and send the produced presentations back to the client. The application objects initialise and update the student model data, and generate adaptive HTML pages from the XML files. The application objects use the database access objects to retrieve data from the database during initialisation and to save the modified data back to the database after the student finished a working session.

3.4.3 Data Management Tier

The database management system (DBMS) stores the data required by the middle tier. It also resides on the server side and is composed of a back-end database server - InstantDB. By using JDBC API, the Java application components can access the database by using the SQL call-level interface.

3.5 Client-Server Communication

This three-tier architecture needs two-way communications between Java applets in the client side and the servlets in the server side. The applets capture the student actions and pass the
information to the servlets for student model update. The servlets send the adaptive contents generated according to modified student data back to the applets.

The communication mechanism between clients and server is mainly implemented by opening an HTTP socket connection between the applet and a relevant servlet. This includes two steps:

- Firstly, the applet has to open a connection to the specified servlet URL.

- Secondly, the applet can send an output stream to or get an input stream from the servlet.

The applet can send data to the Servlet by GET or a POST method. The POST method is more powerful because any form of data can be sent through setting the content type in the HTTP request header.

A high level of data abstraction, communicating with object serialisation, is used in this project. The serialised Java objects are passed between applet and servlet instead of individual parameters. For example, the student model application package has a Student class that encapsulates all of the domain independent information about a student. Instead of passing each parameter of student information (such as student ID and password) as name value pairs, a true Java object Student is passed between an applet (loginApplet) and its corresponding servelet (CheckloginServlet).

### 3.6 Interface Design of the System

The system interfaces (Figure 3-3) are designed to demonstrate the student model working process, which include the login interface, main course content presentation interface, and several display windows.
Figure 3-3  Design system interfaces
• Login Interface

The login interface is used for students to specify IDs and select courses. The student data are sent to the server for verification and student model initialisation.

• Course Content Presentation Interface

The content presentation interface is an HTML frame including a control frame and a content frame.

The control frame consists of a control applet that has the following functions.

- Display content tree, from which the student can select any section title for showing its content in the content frame.
- Display sorted concepts list from which the student can select any concept for showing its description in the concept window.
- Display the list for the recommended sections from which the student can select any recommended section title for showing its content in the content frame.
- Graphically display student competence levels of sections and concepts.
- Open student preferences window.
- Open student data window.

The content frame is used to display the content of a section.

- For a non-test section the links for prerequisite sections, succeeding sections, and related concepts are provided.
- For each question in a test section the links for related concepts are provided.
• **Concept Window**

The concept window is employed for displaying the detailed explanation of a concept.

• **Hint and Solution Window**

This window is used for displaying a hint or solution of a question.

• **Student Preference Window**

Preferences can be different for different students and can be different for the same student at different time. This window is used for students to modify their preferences.

• **Student Data Window**

This window displays group student model data.

3.7 **Implementation Details of the Three Tier Architecture**

The program files and classes are organised into several packages according to their functions and positions in the three-tier architecture.

3.7.1 **JSP Files and Student Model Interface Package**

There are several JSP files used for presenting student model interfaces and embedded Applets, their functions are described in the table 3-1. Student model interface package includes all the applets, panels and the classes used by them. Table 3-2 describes the functions of each class in this package.
### Table 3-1  JSP Files and HTML Files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>File Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Login.jsp</td>
<td>Call Applet -- LoginApplet.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course.jsp</td>
<td>Present the HTML Frame as the main interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control.jsp</td>
<td>Call Applet -- ControlApplet.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupModel.jsp</td>
<td>Call Applet -- GroupModelApplet.java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content.HTML</td>
<td>Inform the user while loading the course content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3-2  Student Model Interface Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Class Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| LoginApplet     | • Get student name and password  
                  | • Check if the student name and password are in valid form  
                  | • Present massage dialogue boxes for login information  
                  | • Sent student input data (name, password, and courseID) to the server side program (CheckLoginServlet) |
| ControlApplet   | • Open student preference window  
                  | • Open group student data window  
                  | • Call GroupModelApplet.java  
                  | • Add SectionViewTreePanel, ConceptListPanel, and RecommendedLinkedListPanel to a tabbedPane  
                  | • Create a UpdateThread object and run it |
| GroupModelApplet| • Present group student model data about sections, concepts, and questions based on statistics obtained by summarising the data of all students in the group.  
                  | • Provide the explanations for the graphic presentation of statistic results |
| SectionViewTreePanel | • Present the content tree of a course  
                  | • Display section competence levels  
                  | • Display update process of section competence levels  
                  | • Provide the explanations for the graphic presentation of section competence levels |
Table 3-2 -- Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Class Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RecommendLinkPanel</td>
<td>• Present recommended section links of a course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Display the competence levels of the recommended sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide the explanations for the graphic presentation of section competence levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConceptListPanel</td>
<td>• Present concept list of a course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Display the concepts competence levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide the explanations for the graphic presentation of concept competence levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SectionView</td>
<td>• Contain data necessary for displaying the section information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(section id, course id, section title, and section competence level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConceptView</td>
<td>• Contain data necessary for displaying the concept information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(concept id, concept name and concept competence level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UpdateThread</td>
<td>• Updates section competence levels according to study time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>• Set URL address for easy use in other classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7.2 Student Model Application Package and Servlets Package

According to the different roles of the classes involved in the server-side operations, the middle tier classes are grouped into two packages. *Student Model Application Package* contains the classes for executing the student model initialization and update logic (Table 3-3). These classes consist of the basic course units -- *Sections, Concepts, Questions* and the data structures for knowledge base and course-related student data -- *SectionTable, ConceptTable, and QuestionTable*. The *Servlets Package* contains all the servlets classes used for client-server communication and HTML files output (Table 3-4).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Class Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>• Contain detailed information on a concept (ID, related courses, related sections, related questions, and student competence level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Load concept from the database by calling methods of the relevant database access class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Save concept back to the database by calling methods of the relevant database access class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConceptTable</td>
<td>• A hash table for storing the data of all concepts in a course and their related competence levels for a specific student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Initialise concept table by loading all relevant concepts from the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Update the concept competence levels according to predefined algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Save concept table back to the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BugCategory</td>
<td>• Contain a concept and its related error category details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>• Contain detailed information on a section (ID, related courses, related concepts, related questions, and student competence level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Load section from the database by calling methods of the relevant database access class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Save section back to the database by calling methods of the relevant database access class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SectionTable</td>
<td>• A combination of tree and hash table for storing the data of all sections in a course and their related competence levels for a specific student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Initialise section table by loading all relevant sections from the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Update the section competence levels according to predefined algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Save section table back to the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaptiveContent-</td>
<td>• Process XML files to produce adaptive contents based on student model data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Name</td>
<td>Class Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Question           | • Contain detailed information on a question (ID, related courses, related concepts, related section, and student solution state)  
|                    | • Load question from the database by calling methods of the relevant database access class  
|                    | • Save question back to the database by calling methods of the relevant database access class |
| QuestionTable      | • A hash table for storing the data of all questions in a course and their related solution states for a specific student  
|                    | • Initialise question table by loading all relevant questions from the database  
|                    | • Update the question competence levels according to predefined algorithms  
|                    | • Save question table back to the database |
| Solution           | • Contain the solution to a specific question |
| Hint               | • Contain the hints to a specific question |
| Student            | • Contain detailed information on a student (learning style, preferences, study goals, experience, overall competence level, course Id, student Id, password, etc.)  
|                    | • Load student data from the database by calling the relevant database access method  
<p>|                    | • Save student data back to the database by calling the relevant database |
| GroupConcept       | • Summarise statistics on the competence levels of a concepts for a group student |
| GroupSection       | • Summarise statistics on the competence levels of a section for a group student |
| GroupQuestion      | • Summarise statistics on the solution states of a questions for a group student |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Class Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CheckLoginServlet  | • Check if a student logs in successfully  
|                    | • Create the objects of SectionTable, ConceptTable, QuestionTable, and Student.  
|                    | • Save the created objects in the session of the browser                                                                                |
| InitialisationServlet | • Call the methods in SectionViewTree, ConceptList, and RecommendedLinks for initialisation                                                 |
| UpdateServlet      | • Call the methods in SectionTable, ConceptTable and QuestionTable for updating competence levels and solution states                        |
|                    | • Open Concept window                                                                                                               |
|                    | • Open Hint and Solution window                                                                                                      |
| ContentPageServlet | • Present HTML forms for test sections  
|                    | • Call AdaptiveContentHandler for non-test sections                                                                                 |
|                    | • Provide links to the Answer and Hint windows                                                                                      |
| QuestionHandlerServlet | • Update question solution state                                                                                                    |
|                    | • Reload Applet ControlApplet                                                                                                        |
| ConceptPageServlet | • Present concept details in HTML files                                                                                              |
| HintServlet        | • Present the hint of a question in HTML files                                                                                       |
| SolutionServlet    | • Present the solution of a question in HTML files                                                                                   |
| PreferenceServlet  | • Present student preference selection items in an HTML file                                                                         |
Table 3-4 -- Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Class Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PreferenceHandlerServlet</td>
<td>Set student domain independent data according to the values submitted by the student preference form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupModelServlet</td>
<td>Create arrays of GroupSection, GroupConcept, and GroupQuestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output the above data to GroupApplet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataSaveServlet</td>
<td>Save the competence levels and other data in data structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionTable, ConceptTable, QuestionTable, and Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>into relevant database tables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7.3 Student Model Database Access Package

*Student Model Database Access Package* includes the classes used for performing database related functions. These classes are executed in the server side and can directly access and operate on the database. The database related functions include *add, delete, insert, search,* and *update* with a specific cell or row in a database table. The functions of the classes in this package are described in table 3-5.

Table 3-5 Student Model Database Access Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Class Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check if the student is a new student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check if the student is an old student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load student data and OverallCompetenceLevel from database tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update database table -- Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update database table -- OverallCompetenceLevels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Class Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConceptDataAccess</td>
<td>• Load ConceptTable from database (tables Concept and ConceptCompetenceLevel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get bug categories from database (table BugCategory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get array of Concepts from database (table ConceptCompetenceLevel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get prerequisite concept Ids from database (table ConceptPrerequisiteRelation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get succeed concept Ids from database (table ConceptPrerequisiteRelation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get related question Ids from database (table QuestionConceptRelation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Update concept competence levels in the database (table ConceptCompetenceLevel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Load section tree from database (table Section)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get section details from database (table Section and SectionCompetenceLevel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get array of Sections from database (table SectionCompetenceLevel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get prerequisite section Ids from database (table SectionPrerequisiteRelation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get succeed section Ids from database (table SectionPrerequisiteRelation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get related concept Ids from database (table Concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get related question Ids from database (table Question)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Update section competence levels in the database (table SectionCompetenceLevel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get array of questionStates from database (table QuestionSolutionState)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Get questions details from database (table Question and QuestionSolutionState)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuestionDataAccess</td>
<td>• Get related concept Ids from database (table QuestionConceptRelation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Update question solution state in the database (table QuestionSolutionState)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMDataBaseCreation</td>
<td>• Create all the Student model database tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Create all the representation of knowledge base tables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8 System Working Processes

The classes in same or different packages have to communicate and co-operate with each other to perform all the system functions. The system working processes are described below.

3.8.1 Student Login Process

- The applet *LoginApplet* is loaded by accessing the URL of JSP file *Login.jsp* from a web browser. This applet presents a user interface for the student to input his/her name and password, and select the course ID that he/she would like to work on.

- When the student submits the entered data (name, password and courseID), the client-server connection is established via a socket between the applet *LoginApplet* and the servlet *CheckLoginServlet*.

- *CheckLoginServlet.java* checks if the received student information is correct. If it is correct, several data structures (*SectionTable, ConceptTable, QuestionTable, and Student*) are created and stored in an HTTP session managed by the servlet container Tomcat.

- The data structures are created via three layers of methods calls between the related classes as described in Figure 3-4.

3.8.2 Student Model Initialisation Process

- When a user logsins to the system successfully, *CoursePage.jsp* are called to present an HTML frame with two parts.
The left part presents a course structure interface produced by ControlApplet embedded in Control.jsp. The course structure interface consists of three layers of tabbed panels produced by classes SectionViewTreePanel, ConceptListPanel, and RecommendedLinkedListPanel. During the initialization of ControlApplet, an HTTP socket connection is established from SectionViewTreePanel to InitialisationServlet for retrieving the data needed to initialise the three tabbed panels.

The right part presents Content.html first to show a simple message while loading the left part Applet. After loading the applet, the HTML page of the first section is presented.

3.8.3 Student Model Update Process

- UpdateServlet is called through an HTTP socket connection from ControlApplet to implement student model update logic whenever a student studies a section for a certain amount of time or change to another section.

- UpdateThread executes concurrently with ControlApplet for calculating study time.

- ContentPageServlets is called through an HTTP socket connection from ControlApplet whenever a student selects a new section. ContentPageServlet outputs the section content if the section is a test section. For a non-test section, ContentPageServlet calls the methods in AdaptiveContentHandler to convert the XML file to the adapted HTML output.

- QuestionHandlerServlet is called by submitting the HTML form that contains the answered questions. After updating the questions solution states and relevant concept and section competence levels, ControlApplet will be reloaded to present updated student competence levels.
Whenever a concept link is selected from the concept list or any content page, `ConceptPageServlet` is called to present the concept details in a new window. `SolutionServlet` and `HintServlet` are called whenever the solution and hint buttons are pressed from a test section. The solution or hint is displayed in a new window.

`PreferenceServlet` is called from `ControlApplet` whenever the preference button is pressed. It presents an HTML form in a new window for the student to specify his/her preferences etc. When the student submits this form, `PreferenceHandlerservlet` is called to update the student domain-independent data.

When a student exits the main presentation HTML frame, `DataSaveServlet` is called for saving the student model data stored in the data structures back to the database.

Figure 3-4 shows the whole system working process described above.

### 3.9 Summary

This project is designed as a *distributed three-tier, client-server* architecture in which all the program classes are organised into different packages according to their functions. The package that deals with the client side interaction consists of the applet classes, JSP, and HTML files. The student model application package includes the classes for performing the student model update and adaptation logic. The servlets package is responsible for the client-server communication. The database access package is made up of the classes that facilitate the database operations for the application package.

Java is used as the only programming language in this project. Several Java and network related techniques are used, which include Applets, Java servlets, JDBC, JSP, XML, JavaScript and Tomcat.
Figure 3-4 System working process
Chapter 4 System Database Design and Implementation

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the analysis and design of the knowledge representation database and student model databases. Both individual student model database and group student model database are discussed. The database logic views and schemas are based on Entity-Relationship Model.

4.2 Knowledge Representation Database

The knowledge base or domain model is needed for representing course contents and the relationship between the content elements. The knowledge representation database also forms the foundation of student model database.

4.2.1 Components of Knowledge Representation Database

The knowledge representation database consists of two main components: the content tree and the concept network.

4.2.1.1 Content Tree

The course materials are hierarchically organised into units of different levels as a content tree, which is similar to a table of content in a textbook as shown in Figure 4-1. The nodes in the content tree represent the chapters or sections in a textbook. Only the sections represented by the lowest level nodes, i.e. leaves, in the content tree contain the course contents (text, examples, questions, etc.), and are referred to as content sections. The sections associated with non-leaf nodes in the content tree only act as the references for the course structure, and are called non-content sections. The content sections are categorised into two types: assessment section and learning section. An assessment section is the content section that only holds a set of questions.
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for students to solve. A learning section is the content section that contains no questions but the other learning materials. A learning section may be connected to one or more concepts that are taught in the section. This content tree structure is displayed in the student interface along with graphic indicators for the competence levels of all the sections.

Each leaf node in the content tree is stored as a XML file that is converted to an HTML output, and then presented to the student whenever the unit is selected.

Figure 4-1 Example of a content tree
4.2.1.2 Concept Network

The concept network represents the pedagogical structure of the course materials. It is the backbone of the student model because whether a student has mastered the content of a course section is finally judged by if he/she mastered the concepts related to the section.

Concepts are linked together by prerequisite relationship to form the network as shown in Figure 4-2. Concept network provides the reference access to the course material. One or more concepts are associated with a learning section. A concept may be linked to a number of questions that are used to check if the student has mastered the concept. A bug catalogue (misconceptions, remediation methods, etc) may also be related to a concept. Figure 4-3 shows the relationships of sections, concepts, and questions.

![Concept Network Diagram](image)

Figure 4-2 Example of concept network
4.2.2 Requirements for Knowledge Representation Database

Sections, concepts, and questions are the major components of the representation of knowledge base. The relationships of these components form the foundation of the content tree and concept network.

The requirements of a section unit are summarised as follows.

- A section can be a content section or non-content section
- A content section can be a assessment section or learning section
- Only a learning section may be related to concepts.
- A learning section may be related to none, one, or more concepts.
- A section may have none, one, or more prerequisite sections or courses.
- An assessment section has a number of questions.
- A content section must have a required study time (set by teacher at authoring time, the required study time for an assessment section is set to 0).
The requirements for a concept are described as follows.

- Each concept must be related to only one learning section.
- No concept should be related to a non-content section.
- Each concept may be related to none, one, or more questions.
- Each concept may have none, one, or more bug categories.
- Each concept may have none, one, or more prerequisite concepts.

The requirements for a question are described as follows.

- Each question must be related to one or more concepts.
- Each question must have a answer.
- Each question may have a solution.
- Each question may have none or one hint.

4.2.3 Design of Knowledge Representation Database

The knowledge representation database is designed by using *Entity-Relationship Model*. The logical view of the model is shown in Figure 4-4. The entities and their attributes are defined in Table 4-1.

4.3 Individual Student Model Database

The *individual student knowledge database* is represented by an *overlay model*, in which the current state of a student's knowledge level is described as a subset of the domain model.
Figure 4-4  Logic view of the knowledge representation database
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Null Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionTitle</td>
<td>CHAR(50)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ParentSectionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RequiredStudyTime</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LearningObjectID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptName</td>
<td>CHAR(50)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LearningObjectID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QuestionNumber</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QuestionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SolutionObjectID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HintObjectID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section Prerequisite Relation</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrerequisiteCourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrerequisiteSectionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question Concept Relation</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QuestionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Prerequisite Relation</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrerequisiteCourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PrerequisiteConceptID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug Category</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BugCategoryID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BugCategoryName</td>
<td>CHAR(30)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LearningObjectID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hint</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HintID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LearningObjectID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SolutionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LearningObjectID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.1 Components of Individual Student Model Database

The individual student model database consists of two main components: and domain-independent data and domain-specific data.

4.3.1.1 Domain Independent Data

The domain-independent data includes student personal information, background, experience, goals, and preferences of learning style.

- Student's Study Goal

A student can have one or both of the following study goals (represented by integers 1 and 2) in the actual database.

- Overview - the study goal of the student is to have the overview of the subject domain.
- In-depth - the study goal of the student is to learn the course materials in depth.

- Student Non-Domain Related Experiences

A student can have one of four types of non-domain related experiences (represented by integers 1 to 4 in the actual database).

- None - the student does not have any experience of working with similar systems at all.
- A-little - the student has a little experience of working with similar systems.
- Moderate - the student has some experience of working with similar systems.
- A-lot - the student has a lot of experience of working with similar systems.
• **Student Learning Style**

A student can prefer one or both of the following learning styles (represented by integers 1 and 2 in the actual database).

- **Concrete** -- the student prefers concrete experience to abstract conceptualisation, prefers interactive activities to explanatory descriptions and examples, and prefers active experimentation to reflective observation.

- **Abstract** -- the student prefers abstract conceptualisation to concrete experience, prefers explanatory descriptions and examples to interactive activities, and prefers reflective observation to active experimentation.

A student's presentation preferences on multi-media objects are divided into following two groups and are represented by integers 1 and 2 in the actual database.

• **Student Text-Video Preference**

- **Text** -- the student prefers textual presentation to visual presentation.
- **Video** -- the student prefers visual presentation to textual presentation.

• **Student Text-Audio Preference**

- **Text** -- the student prefers textual presentation to audio presentation.
- **Audio** -- the student prefers audio presentation to textual presentation.

### 4.3.1.2 Domain Specific Data

The *domain-specific data* are summarised as follow.
• **Student Study Time for Content Sections in Content Tree**

The student study time for a content section is the total time that a student spent on the content section.

• **Student Competence Levels for Sections in Content Tree**

A student can have one of following five "section competence levels" represented by integer 1-5 in the actual database.

- *Not-ready* -- the section is not ready to be learned yet because necessary prerequisite is not
meet by the student.
- *Ready* -- the section is ready to be learned because the student has studied all of its
prerequisites.
- *Visited* -- the section or one or more of its sub-sections have been visited by the student for a
short period of time (set by teacher at authoring time).
- *Learned* -- the section has been studied for certain amount of time (longer than the required
study time) or all of its sub-sections are learned or mastered by the student.
- *Mastered* -- the content of this section has been mastered by the student.

• **Student Competence Levels for Concepts in Concept Network**

A student can have one of following two "concept competence levels" (represented by integers 1
and 2 in the actual database).

- *Not-mastered* -- the concept has not been mastered by the student.
- *Mastered* -- the concept has been mastered (if a concept is mastered, all of its prerequisite
concepts are mastered).
• Student’s Question Solving Status for the Questions in a Course

A student can have one of following five "question solving status" (represented by integers 1 to 5 in the actual database).

- **Unsolved** -- the student has not tried to answer this question.
- **Unsolved-but-studied-hint** -- the student has studied the hint of the question, but has not tried to answer this question.
- **Solved** -- the student has answered the question correctly without studying hint.
- **Solved-with-help-of-hint** -- the student has answered the question correctly with the help of hint.
- **Failed-or-studied-solution** -- the student provided the incorrect answer, or the student studied the solution before answering the question.

• Student’s Overall Competence Levels for a Course

A student can have one of following three "overall competence levels" (represented by integers 1 to 3 in the actual database).

- **Beginning** -- the student is a beginner to this subject domain.
- **Intermediate** -- the student has some basic knowledge of this subject domain.
- **Advanced** -- the student has advanced knowledge of this subject domain.

Table 4-2 describes all the integer attributes that define the entities in the student model database.

4.3.2 Design of Student Model Database

Based on above analysis, the student model database is designed by an *Entity-Relationship Model*. The logical view of student model database is shown in Figure 4-5. The schema and contents of individual tables are presented in Table 4-3.
### Table 4-2 Integer attributes specification of student model database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>StudyGoals</strong></td>
<td>The student’s purpose of learning the course</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>In-depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>The student’s non-domain related experience</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Little</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td><strong>VTPreference</strong></td>
<td>The student’s preference on video or text</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prefer Video</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>presentation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prefer Text</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Prefer Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ATPreference</strong></td>
<td>The student’s preference on audio or text</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prefer Audio</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>presentation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prefer Text</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Prefer Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CAStyle</strong></td>
<td>The student’s learning style is concrete or</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>abstract</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td>The student’s competence level of this</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Competence</strong></td>
<td>particular course</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Section</strong></td>
<td>The student’s actual study time on this</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>Seconds used</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Study Time</strong></td>
<td>particular section</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Section</strong></td>
<td>The student’s competence level of this</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not-ready</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Competence</strong></td>
<td>particular section</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ready</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Visited</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Concept</strong></td>
<td>The student’s competence level of this</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not-mastered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Competence</strong></td>
<td>particular concept</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mastered</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Question</strong></td>
<td>The student’s solution state of the particular</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unsolved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Solving</strong></td>
<td>question</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Solved-with-hint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Solved</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unsolved-with-hint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Failed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Logical view of the student model database

Table 4-3 Entities and their attributes of the student model database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Date type</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Null value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain Independent Data</td>
<td>StudentID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StudentPW</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StudyGoals</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VTPreference</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATPreference</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAStyle</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Competence Level</td>
<td>StudentID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OverallCompetenceLevel</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section Competence Level</td>
<td>StudentID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SectionCompetenceLevel</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StudyTime</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Competence Level</td>
<td>StudentID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptCompetenceLevel</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question Competence Level</td>
<td>StudentID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CourseID</td>
<td>CHAR(15)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QuestionID</td>
<td>CHAR(20)</td>
<td>Primary key</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QuestionSolvingStatus</td>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.3 Referential Constraints

In student model database, all primary keys are foreign keys from the database for knowledge representation. These foreign keys link child entity instances in the student model database to the parent entity instances in the database for knowledge representation. The "cascade" operation is performed in case of deletion of parent entity instances, i.e., if a parent entity instance is deleted, and the parent entity contains the key value referenced by the corresponding foreign keys in the child entity instances, all related child entity instances will be automatically deleted.

4.4 Group Student Database

The previous description on student model database was for an individual student. The database for a group student model is constructed by averaging corresponding values in the models for the individual students within a group. The group student model data obtained from previous student groups may be used to initialise current individual student models if same specific information is not reliably available for that student.

The group student data includes the statistical results of the individual student competence levels on concepts and sections, and the solving status of questions. These statistics are produced dynamically from individual student models. The group student data is presented in the percentage form in several tables described as follows.

- Table of Section Competence Levels

  - Group student competence levels for each section -- Indicate how many percent of the students in a group have the competence level of not-ready, ready, visited, learned or mastered for each section.

  - Group student competence levels for all the course sections -- Indicate how many percent of all the sections in a course have been mastered by the students as a group.
- **Table of Concept Competence Levels**

  - Group student competence levels for each concept -- Indicate how many percent of the students in a group have the competence level of not-mastered or mastered for each concept.
  - Group student competence levels for all the course concepts -- Indicate how many percent of all the concepts in a course have been mastered by the students as a group.

- **Table of Question Solution Status**

  - Group student competence levels for each question -- Indicate how many percent of the students in a group have the solving status of unsolved, unsolved-but-studied-hint, solved, solved-with-help-of-hint or failed-or-studied-solution for each question.
  - Group student competence levels for all the course questions -- Indicate how many percent of all the questions in a course have been solved successfully by the students as a group.

**4.5 Summary**

This system includes both Knowledge Representation Database and Student Model Database. The knowledge representation database, which includes the content tree and concept tree, provides the basic structure and content of a course. It is also the foundation of individual student model database that consists of domain independent and domain specific information used for modelling the learning behaviours of individual student. The information for a group student model is dynamically extracted from the models of individual students in the group.
Chapter 5  Student Modelling in Web-Based Learning Systems

5.1  Introduction

In this web-based learning system both individual and group student modelling are included. This chapter first describes the initialisation and update of individual student model, then discuss the processes of group student modelling.

5.2  Initialisation of Individual Student Model

After receiving a student login message from the client side, the servlet in the server side performs ID verification, and then loads the student model information and knowledge base information from the databases to memory. The loaded knowledge base data mainly include course content tree and concept network. As described in chapter 4, the information contained in the individual student model is classified as domain-independent and domain specific. Initialisation of the two types of student model data is described as follows.

5.2.1  Initialisation of Student Domain-Independent Information

The domain independent information are student study goal, non-domain related experience, learning style, and preferences of multi-media objects. These data are initialised by explicit questioning. When a student accesses the system for the first time, a questionnaire window (Figure 5-1) is presented to the student to specify their domain independent information. If the student chooses not to specify a certain data, the default value will be used for the data. The default values for domain independent data were summarised in the previous chapter (Table 4-2).

5.2.2  Initialisation of Student Domain-Specific Information

Most domain-specific data are initialised using default values. The initialisation processes are described as follows.
Student Preferences

1. Your study goal on this subject is
   - an overview
   - an in-depth study
   - both
   - not know

2. You describe your experiences related to this subject as
   - none
   - little
   - moderate
   - a lot

3. You describe your learning style as
   - concrete (prefer observations, laboratories, field works, etc)
   - abstract (prefer lectures, papers, analogies, etc)
   - both
   - not know

4. Your preference between text or video learning materials is
   - text

Figure 5-1  Student interface of questionnaire

- Student Study Times for Content Sections in Content Tree

Initial value for the student study time for a content section is set as 0.

- Student Competence Levels for Sections in Content Tree

The initial competence level of a section is set to "ready", if the section satisfies the following conditions:
The section does not have any prerequisite section, or all its prerequisite sections do not belong to the current course.

The section does not have any related concepts whose prerequisite concepts are "not-mastered".

The initial competence levels of the sections that do not meet above requirements are set to "not-ready".

- **Student Competence Levels for Concepts in Concept Network**

  The initial competence levels of all concepts are set to "not-mastered".

- **Student's Question Solving Status for the Questions in a Course**

  The initial question solving statuses of all questions are set to "unsolved".

- **Student's Overall Competence Level for a Course**

  By default, the initial overall competence level is set to "beginning". It may also be decided by checking the student grades of prerequisite courses, if the information is available.

5.3 Update of Individual Student Model

5.3.1 Update of Student Domain-Independent Information

Student can modify his/her domain-independent data from the questionnaire window at any time. By clicking the "Preferences" button on the main interface, the student can open the questionnaire window, and then the student can select new values to reset the domain-independent data. When the student submits his or her questionnaire, the student record in the server-side is changed according to the submitted values, and the control applet is reloaded. As a
result, the course materials are presented according to the newly specified preferences, learning style, and study goal.

### 5.3.2 Update of Student Domain-Specific Information

The student competence levels for sections and concepts are updated by tracking student study time in a section and student problem solving behaviours. The details of updating processes are described as follows.

- **Update of Student Study Times for Content Sections in Content tree**
  - The student study time for a content section is updated when the student switches to another content section. The time that the student spent on the content section is added to the previous total study time to get a new total study time.

- **Update of Question Solving Statuses**
  - Based on a student’s answer to a question and whether the student studied the hint and/or solution to the question, the solution status of a question may be updated to "unsolved-but-studied-hint", "solved", "solved-with-help-of-hint", and "failed-or-studied-solution" from the initial value "unsolved". The exact meanings of these values are defined in the previous chapter.

- **Update of Concept Competence Levels**
  - The initial status of a concept competence level is "not-mastered".
  - For a concept that is related to one or more questions, the concept competence level is updated by student’s performance on solving the concept-related questions. Each of these concepts has a teacher-customisable parameter that defines the number of questions the student should solve correctly before that concept is treated as “mastered”. The concept
competence level is changed to "mastered" from the initial status "not-mastered" if the student has obtained the score represented by the parameter.

- A discount coefficient, which is also set by the teacher, is applied if the student solved a question by studying its hint, so the student needs to solve more questions in order to get the required score for mastering a concept.

- For a concept without any related question, its competence level is set as "mastered" after its related section has been studied for over the required study time for the section.

- Each concept may have one or more prerequisite concepts. If a concepts has a "mastered" competence level, the competence levels of all its prerequisite concepts are set as "mastered" even if the student has not solved enough questions.

**Update of the Competence Levels of Learning Sections**

The student competence level on a learning section in the content tree is decided by the student study time and the competence levels of the section-related concepts.

- The initial state of a learning section competence level is "not-ready" or "ready".
- After a student studies a learning section for a short period of time, which is a time value set by teacher at authoring time to ensure that the student really starts to study the section instead of just browsing, the competence level of the section is set as "visited".
- After a student studies a learning section for over the required study time for the section, which is predefined by the teacher, the competence level of the section is set as "learned".
- For a "not-ready" learning section, if the competence levels of all its prerequisite sections are "learned" or "mastered", the competence level of the section is set as "ready".
- For a learning section related to one or more concepts, the competence level of the section is set as "mastered" if the competence levels of all its related concepts are "mastered".
- For a learning section that does not have any related concept, a "learned" section becomes a "mastered" section immediately.
• Update of the Competence Levels of Assessment Sections

☐ For a “not-ready” assessment section, if the competence levels of any of its prerequisite sections are “learned” or “mastered”, the competence level of the assessment section is set as “ready”.

☐ If the competence levels of all the concepts related to all the questions in the assessment section are “mastered”, the competence level of the assessment section is set as “mastered”.

• Update of the Competence Levels of Non-Content Sections

The competence level of a non-content section is determined by the competence levels of its child sections in the content tree. No concept is related to a non-content section.

☐ The initial state of a non-content section competence level is “not-ready” or “ready”.

☐ If the competence levels of any its child sections become “ready”, the competence level of the non-content section is set to “ready”.

☐ If the competence levels of any its child sections become “visited”, the competence level of the non-content section is set to “visited”.

☐ If the competence levels of all its child sections become “learned” or “mastered”, the competence level of the non-content section is set to “learned”.

☐ If the competence levels of all its child sections become “mastered”, the competence level of the non-content section is set to “mastered”.

Figure 5-2 shows part of the student competence levels update process in the student model.

• Update of Overall Competence Level

☐ If the competence levels of less than 20% of concepts in the course are “mastered”, the overall competence level is set to “beginning”.

☐ If the competence levels of more than 20% and less than 50% of concepts in the course are “mastered”, the overall competence level is set to “intermediate”.
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Update of Student Competence Levels

Learning Section in Content Tree

- "Not ready" Section
  All the prerequisite sections has been learned

- "Ready" Section
  After study for a short period of time specified by teacher

- "Visited" Section
  After study for over the required study time specified by teacher

- "Learned" Section
  After all the section related concepts have been mastered

Group Student Model

- Group model is automatically initialised when the model for individual students are initialised

- Group model is automatically updated when any of the individual student models is updated

Concepts of the Section

For any concept in this section: if a student have not solved enough concept-related-questions or failed in these concept-related-questions

- "Not mastered" Concept
  After answer the required number of concept related questions correctly

- "Mastered" Concept

Figure 5-2  Student competence levels update process
If the competence levels of more than 50% of concepts in the course are "mastered", the overall competence level is set to "advanced".

5.4 Update Algorithms of Individual Student Model

The algorithms for updating competence levels are described in the following program structures.

- Algorithms for Updating Section Competence Level

//update content section competence level according to study time
Calculate the content section study time
if content section study time >= required study time
    The section competence level is set to "learned"
if 0<content section study time < required study time
    The section competence level is set to "visited"

//update section-related concepts when the concepts have no related questions
if the content section competence level is "learned"
    if section-related question number is equal to "Null" (a non-test section)
        for each related concepts of this content section
            if the concept related question is equal to Null
                The concept competence level is set to "mastered"

//update the section competence level when the section is an assessment section
if the content section related question number is not equal to "Null" (an assessment section)
    for each question
        for each question related concept
            if the concept competence level is not equal to "mastered"
                then the section competence level is set to "visited"
else the section competence level is set to "mastered"
//update the section competence level when the section is not an assessment section

if the section related question number is equal to "Null" (a learning section)
    if this section has child sections
        if the section required study time is equal to "0" (a non-content section)
            and the competence level of any of its child sections is equal to "visited" or "learned" or "mastered"
                then the section competence level is set to "visited";
            else if the section required study time is equal to "0" (a non-content section)
                and the competence levels of all of its child sections are equal to "learned" or "mastered"
                    then the section competence level is set to "learned";
                else if the section required study time is equal to "0" (a non-content section)
                    and the competence levels of all of its child sections are equal to "mastered"
                        then the section competence level is set to "mastered";
                                                else if the section required study time is not equal to "0" (a content section)
                                                    if the competence levels of the section related concepts are equal to "mastered"
                                                        then the section competence level is set to "mastered";

//update the succeed sections

if the section competence level is equal to "mastered"
    for each of its succeed section
        check if the section competence level is "ready";
if the section competence level is equal to "learned"
    for each of sibling section
        check if the section competence level is "ready";

//update parents section

if the type of parent section is not equal to "top" or "Null"
    update the competence level of the parent section;
• Algorithms for Checking if a Section is Ready to Learn

```plaintext
if the section competence level is not equal to "not ready"
    return;

if the section is not a content section
    for all the children of this section
        if the competence level of any of its child sections is equal to "ready"
            then the section competence level is set to "ready"

if the number of prerequisite sections is not equal to "Null"
    if the section related question number is equal to "Null" (a learning section)
        if the competence levels of all of its prerequisite section are equal to "mastered" or "learned"
            then the section competence level is set to "ready"
    else if the section related question number is not equal to "Null" (an assessment section)
        if the competence level of any of its prerequisite section is equal to "mastered" or "learned"
            then the section competence level is set to "ready"
```

• Algorithms for Updating Concept Competence Level

```plaintext
if the concept competence level is equal to "mastered"
    then Return;

//check succeed concepts
if any of the succeed concepts' competence level is equal to "mastered"
    then the concept competence level is set to "mastered";

//check states of the related questions
else
    for all related questions
        if the question is correct answered without help of hint
            then the score of the concept plus one;
        else if the question is correct answered with help of hint
            then the score of the concept plus the "HintCoefficient";
        if score >= the required score of the concept
            then the concept competence level is set to "mastered";
```
//update related concept and sections

if the concept competence level changed to "mastered"
then update the competence levels of all of its related sections;
    update the competence levels of all of its prerequisite concepts (repeat above process);
    check if ready-to-learn for the sections which are related to succeed concepts

5.5 Initialisation and Update of the Group Student Model

As described in the Section 4-4, the information in the group student model is dynamically extracted from the models of individual student in the group. When the model for individual students are initialised, the group model is automatically initialised. Similarly the group model is automatically updated when any of the individual student models is updated. Therefore, no specific initialisation and update processes are needed for the group student model.

5.6 Summary

This chapter presented the processes of student model initialisation and update. The domain independent information of individual student model is initialised and updated using a questionnaire, in which a student can specify or modify his/her study goal, experience, learning style, and preferences for multi-media objects. The individual student competence level on each concept is updated according to his/her performances on solving the concept-related questions. The individual student competence level on a content learning section is decided by the study time and the competence levels of its related concepts. The individual student competence level of a non-content section is set based on the competence levels of its child sections. As a group student model is dynamically constructed from the individual student models, the group student model is automatically initialised or updated after initialisation and update of the individual student models.
Chapter 6  Usage of Student Model in System Adaptation

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the adaptations provided in this system based on the prototype student model. It then analyses how the adaptation methods and techniques are used in this system, and presents the actual student interfaces used to demonstrate the adaptation.

6.2 Usage of Student Model

The prototype student model designed in this project is used to provide adaptations to students. Two types of adaptation are implemented in the system: navigation adaptation that mainly decides the sequence of the presentation, and content adaptation that involves selectively presenting learning materials in various hypermedia forms.

The domain independent information in student model supports content adaptation. The system is able to create an individualised content presentation based on the student experience, study goals, learning styles, and preferences of multimedia objects. The domain specific information in student model supports both content and navigation adaptation. The competence levels of the sections in the content tree are used to decide the recommended learning paths.

6.3 Navigation Adaptation

Navigation adaptation is achieved via list of recommended links, graphic presentations of section and concept competence levels, and cross-reference links. These methods implemented a number of navigation adaptation techniques, which include direct guidance, sorting, hiding, and annotation.
6.3.1 List of Recommended Links

Based on the section competence levels, the system generates a list of recommended links, which includes a number of sections that have not been learned and are most suitable to be studied after the current content section in the content tree (Figure 6-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 2.2.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prerequisite sections: Section 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succeed sections: Test 2, Section 3.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related concepts: ConceptName221.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content suitable for *all* students

Content suitable for *intermediate* students

Content suitable for the students who prefer text to video

Content suitable for the students who prefer text to audio

Content suitable for the students who prefer audio to text

Content suitable for the student who prefer abstract to concrete learning style

The list of recommended links is arranged according to the following rules:

- The sections are initially listed according to their competence levels: "ready" content sections come first, "visited" content sections second, "not-ready" content sections last. The non-content sections and "learned" and "mastered" content sections are not listed.
For the sections with the same competence levels, the positions of the sections in the content table are used to decide the list order.

*List of Recommended Links* implement the following adaptation methods and techniques:

- **Direct guidance** is implemented by directly presenting all of the recommended section links and directly telling the student in which order these sections should be learned.
- **Global guidance** is provided by suggesting the student a group of browsing steps within the context of the all teaching materials after each selection.
- **Local guidance** is provided by suggesting the most relevant section link to follow from the current node.

- **Adaptive sorting of links** is implemented by displaying an ordered list of section links sorted according to their relevance to the current section node and their competence levels.
- **Global guidance** is provided by helping the student to find the shortest way to the most relevant “ready” sections among all the teaching materials with minimal floundering.
- **Local guidance** is provided by suggesting the student the first selection of all the recommended links.

- **Hiding** is implemented 1) by keeping visible only those links that are suitable to the student current knowledge level and hiding the other irrelevant links from the student. (for example, the links to mastered sections are hidden by this way) and 2) by limiting the length of the list (for example, at most display the first ten recommended links).
- **Global orientation support** is provided by simplifying both orientation and learning with the reduced size of the recommended linked list.
- **Local orientation support** is provided by decreasing the student cognitive load and making him/her concentrate on relevant links with the limited number of navigation opportunities.
- **Additional support for novices** is provided by not showing recommended links until the student set the current task more exactly by selecting a content section in the course hierarchy.
• **Annotation** is implemented by using coloured balls along the section titles to annotate different competence levels of the links (different colours represent different competence levels as shown in the lower part of left panel in Figure 6.1).

- **Global orientation support** is provided by keeping the colour of a section link the same as its colour in the content tree.
- **Local orientation support** is provided by informing the student if a link can be learned immediately.

### 6.3.2 Graphic Presentation of Section Competence Level

The competence levels of sections are illustrated with coloured balls in the content tree (Figure 6-2). The meanings of the coloured balls are explained under the content tree (Figure 6-2). These presentations give clear indications on student learning directions.

*Graphic Presentation of Section Competence Level* implements the following adaptation methods and techniques:

• **Annotation** is implemented by using five colored balls to represent five section competence levels. Different color represents different competence level as shown in Figure 6-2.

- **Global orientation support** is provided by keeping the color of a section the same as its color in the recommended linked list.
- **Local orientation support** is provided by informing the student the current competence levels of all the sections in a course.

### 6.3.3 Graphic Presentation of Concept Competence Level

The competence levels of concepts are illustrated with coloured balls in concept list. The presentations give clear indications on student knowledge level (Figure 6-3).
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Section 2.2.1

Graphic Presentation of Section Competence Level

Explanation of the meanings of coloured balls

Content suitable for the students whose study goal is overview instead of in-depth

Content suitable for the students who prefer text to video

Content suitable for the students who prefer text to audio

Content suitable for the students who prefer abstract to concrete learning style

Student interface of displaying section competence level

Content suitable for all students

Graphic Presentation of Concept Competence Level

Links for prerequisite sections, succeeding sections, and related concepts

Content suitable for the students who prefer audio to text

Content suitable for the students who prefer abstract to concrete learning style

Student interface of displaying concept competence level
Graphic Presentation of Concept Competence Level implement the following adaptation methods and techniques:

- **Direct guidance** is implemented by opening a new window to present concept explanation when a concept being clicked.
- **Local guidance** is provided by presenting concept details whenever a student requested.

- **Sorting** is implemented by sorting all the concepts of a course in alphabetic order.
- **Global guidance** is provided by helping the student to find the concept links he/she really want quickly.

- **Annotation** is implemented by annotating concepts with different competence levels in different coloured balls (red ball – “not mastered”, and green ball – “mastered”).
- **Local orientation support** is provided by indicating the current competence levels of all concepts in a course.

### 6.3.4 Cross Reference Links

On each section content pages and concept description pages, the structures of knowledge base are clearly presented by *cross-reference links*. The section or concept prerequisite relations, the section-concept relations, and the question-concept relations are illustrated by the links. The *cross-reference links* include:

- For a learning section, the links for prerequisite sections, succeeding sections, and related concepts are provided (Figure 6-3).

- For each question in an assessment section, the links for related concepts are provided (Figure 6-4).
• Hint and solution window can be opened from assessment sections for displaying a hint or solution of a question (Figure 6-4).

• The concept window includes the links for the concept related learning section and the concept related questions (Figure 6-5).

Figure 6-4  Student interface of displaying assessment section (the right panel shows what kinds of components or questions are required in the system)

Figure 6-5  Student interface of concept window
Cross Reference Links implement the following adaptation methods and techniques:

- **Direct guidance** is implemented by providing the relevant links directly.
  - **Local guidance** is provided by helping the student get the information related to the links easily.

- **Sorting** is implemented by arranging the related links as the same order as they are in the course structure.
  - **Local guidance** is provided by helping the student find the shortest way to the desired link.

- **Hiding** is implemented by hiding irrelevant links.
  - **Local guidance** is provided by making the student concentrate on relevant links and therefore decreasing the student cognitive load.

- **Annotation** is implemented by underlining links to attract the student attention.
  - **Local orientation support** is provided by reminding the student to check and learn the related information.

Table 6-1 is the summary of all the navigation adaptation methods and techniques used in the system.

### 6.4 Content Adaptation

#### 6.4.1 Content Adaptation Based-on Individual Student model

The system is able to create an individualised content presentation based on the student study goals, experience, learning styles, preferences of multimedia objects, and overall competence levels.
Table 6-1  Summary of navigation adaptation methods that are used in this system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To Provide: \ Using:</th>
<th>Direct Guidance</th>
<th>Sorting</th>
<th>Hiding</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List of recommended links</td>
<td>Global guidance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local guidance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic presentation of section</td>
<td>Global guidance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competence level</td>
<td>Local guidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic presentation of concept</td>
<td>Global guidance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competence level</td>
<td>Local guidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-reference links</td>
<td>Global guidance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local guidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local orientation support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each content section in the content tree is stored as an XML file in which the HTML learning objects suitable for a particular type of students are wrapped as CDATA sections. Because predefined XML tags are used to specify what type of students that a section is targeted at, the XML processing program do not have to check the internal structure of the learning content. The XML files are unwrapped by Java SAX programs into HTML files based on the student domain independent data and the overall competence level. Figure 6-6 shows this update process by using the student video/text and audio/text preference as an example.

Almost all the content adaptation methods and techniques in literature can be used to define the XML tags. By this way, presenting adaptive content suitable to a particular student will be straightforward. As shown in Figure 6-7, the individualised course contents are presented according to domain-independent data and the overall competence level. For example, the contents dealing with difficult details are hidden from students with lower competence levels, and additional explanations are provided. Whenever the information in the individual student model is updated, the course content page is reloaded to adapt to the modified information.
XML File Specification

XML tag definition

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE Content [ 
---An example---
In relation to Video/Text & Audio/Text preference

<!ELEMENT Content (CDATA+ | AdaptiveContent*)> 
<!ELEMENT AdaptiveContent (CDATA)>
<!ATTLIST AdaptiveContent competence (beginning|intermediate|advanced) #IMPLIED 
studyGoal (overview|indepth) #IMPLIED 
learningStyle (concrete|abstract) #IMPLIED 
videoTextPreference (video|text) #IMPLIED 
AudioTextPreference (audio|text) #IMPLIED> 
]

Part of the XML file
With CDATA sections

```Content``

```
<adaptiveContent videoTextPreference="text">
  <![CDATA[
  <H2>Content suitable for the students who prefer <B><I><FONT color="red">cext</font></I></B> to <B><I><FONT color="red"><s>video</s></font></I></B></H2>
  ]]> 
</adaptiveContent>
<adaptiveContent videoTextPreference="video">
  <![CDATA[
  <H2>Content suitable for the students who prefer <B><I><FONT color="red">video</font></I></B> to <B><I><FONT color="red"><s>text</s></font></I></B></H2>
  ]]> 
</adaptiveContent>
<adaptiveContent audioTextPreference="text">
  <![CDATA[
  <H2>Content suitable for the students who prefer <B><I><FONT color="red"><s>text</s></font></I></B> to <B><I><FONT color="red">audio</font></I></B></H2>
  ]]> 
</adaptiveContent>
<adaptiveContent audioTextPreference="audio">
  <![CDATA[
  <H2>Content suitable for the students who prefer <B><I><FONT color="red">audio</font></I></B> to <B><I><FONT color="red"><s>text</s></font></I></B></H2>
  ]]> 
</adaptiveContent>

```
```

Final display in student interface

Content suitable for the students who prefer video to text

Content suitable for the students who prefer audio to text

```
```
```

Figure 6-6 XML files processing steps
Table 6-2 is the summary of the content adaptation methods and techniques that can be used by a teacher to prepare individualised course materials.

Table 6-2  
Content adaptation methods that can be used in the system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation of course materials in learning sections</th>
<th>Conditional text</th>
<th>Stretch-text</th>
<th>Fragment variants</th>
<th>Page variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional explanations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerequisite explanations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative explanations</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation variants</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6-7  Student interface of content presentation
6.4.2 Content Adaptation Based-on Group Student Model

Group student data is the statistic results of individual student data (Figure 6-8). It can be used by a teacher to reorganise the learning materials and provide adaptive content suitable to the knowledge levels of the students in this group. For example, if most of the students can not master most of the course sections, additional explanations and examples should be added to the content before it can be presented to a new student in the same group.

![Group Student Model](http://130.123.85.28:8080/studentModel/groupModel.jsp)

Figure 6-8 Student interface of group student model data

6.5 Summary

This system provides navigation adaptation and content adaptation based on student domain-independent data and domain-specific data. A number of adaptation methods and techniques are utilised for achieving the navigation and content adaptations, which have been illustrated via the presentation interfaces.
Chapter 7 Discussions and Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

This chapter is a summary of the thesis. First the prototype student model and its related adaptation approaches are discussed, then the future work for improving the existing student model is proposed, and finally the conclusions on this research are drawn.

7.2 Discussions

The prototype web-based system developed in this project contained various types of information to represent domain knowledge, and student learning progress and behaviours. The information is constantly updated according to student learning actions. The presentation of the teaching materials is adapted to the information in the individual student model. Following sub-sections summarised various components of the system.

7.2.1 System Architecture

The prototype web-based system in this project is implemented with the distributed, three-tier, client-server architecture. The client is a set of HTML files presented in a web browser with embedded Java applets. The Java application programs used for the student model update and adaptation reside in the middle tier server which can communicate directly with the third tier database. This type of system architecture is flexible, and easy to manage and maintain.

7.2.2 Domain Model

The domain model mainly consists of content tree and concept network. The content tree represents the vertical organisation of teaching materials, and the concept network is formed by the prerequisite relations between the concepts. The content tree organises the course contents in
the textbook fashion familiar to most students, and the concept network provides the underlining relations between the course contents.

The domain model possesses a straightforward structure, which can be easily adopted for organising the contents of most disciplines. The structure provides a simple yet sufficient basis for further establishing the student model database.

Although the concepts prerequisite relationship is the most natural and fundamental relationship between curriculum elements in a course, other relations, such as navigational priority, may be included in the concept network to provide more guidance or flexibility during the delivery of courses.

7.2.3 Student Model

Both individual and group student models are implemented in the system, so the system is able to monitor and adapt to the learning behaviours and progresses of an individual student and a group of students.

The individual student model includes domain-specific information and domain-independent information. The domain-specific information form an overlay model, which is a subset of the domain model, and mainly contains the student competence levels for each concept, section, and overall domain. The domain-independent information includes student’s background, experience, study goals, and preferences of learning styles. Other types of domain-independent information can also be added to the student model database, such as cognitive aptitudes, motivational states, and distinct intelligent forms. However, the relationships between the student learning behaviours and above information are too complex to be implemented in a generalised student model.

Both explicit questioning and stereotyping are used for student model initialisation. Then the student model update takes place mainly according to the study time on each section and the
progress made by the student in assessment. In the web-based student modelling system, the student learning actions captured at the client side are transferred to the server side for student model update. Delay in transporting large amount of data between the client and server may result in the degradation of the system performance. Therefore only a limited amount of data should be associated for student modelling purposes. The time that a student spent on a section is considered the most relevant data for assessing student efforts. The assessment section provides the best measurements for student competence levels. Therefore above two types of data are captured and sent to the server for updating student model.

The information in the group student model is dynamically extracted from the models of the individual students in the group. Most data in the group student model are computed by averaging the corresponding data in the individual student models. The model data for a group of students is used to initialise the individual models of a similar student group.

### 7.2.4 Adaptation Approaches

The system provides both navigation adaptation and content adaptation based on the information maintained in the student model. The methods used for achieving the navigational adaptation include the content table, concept list, recommended section list, annotated competence levels, and cross-reference links. The individualised contents are presented according the student competence level, cognitive goals, learning styles, and preferences for learning methods.

The student model uses XML technology for adaptation purposes. It is extremely flexible and powerful to use XML tags to wrap the hyper-media course materials as specific adaptive contents. The teacher can easily define a set of specific tags for the intended adaptation operations. The XML-wrapped course material can be easily processed to present individualised content presentations.
7.3 Future Work

The prototype student model should be validated by the real world educational practices. By using the student model to simulate the student behaviours when they are studying in the real academic environment, the accuracy and effectiveness of the student model can actually be assessed. Based on the assessments, further improvements may be attempted. The assessment – improvement iterative processes should be carried out until the student model can satisfactorily simulate student learning processes.

To improve the prototype student model and its related web-based educational system, the following future work is identified.

7.3.1 Task-Based Stereotyping

Group based stereotyping can be extended to the concept of task-based stereotyping where system observes the action patterns of various students and monitors the results obtained through those task patterns. If a number of students follow a certain task pattern with certain outcome, the system could use this information to give guidance in future when a new student starts to follow that action pattern.

7.3.2 Utilisation of More Student Learning Actions

Some domain-independent information may be updated according to the student learning actions. For instance, the system may record how many times the student studied text objects as compared to the audio objects for deciding his/her text-audio preference.
7.3.3 More Flexible Content Adaptations

The educators may define their own operations for content adaptations. A set of user interfaces may allow the course controllers to specify a set of student model data for specific content adaptations. The additional information may be initialised using explicit questionnaire and stereotype, and updated by capturing certain student learning actions. The system should be able to automatically add the newly defined information into the student model database. A number of student actions may be captured by the system if the educator makes such requests. The content adaptations can be performed based on the added student model data.

7.3.4 Multiple Representation Approach

Multiple Representation Approach (Kinshuk et al., 2000) controls the presentation of multimedia domain content based on learner’s domain competence level and a set of rules for using multimedia objects. For instance, a novice in a subject should get direct instruction for knowledge by text or animation rather than complex interactive multimedia object such as simulations. Each multimedia object has its own characteristics, for example, text is good to convey details, audio is good to stimulate imagination, and pictures are good to convey ideas.

7.3.5 Exploration Space Control

Exploration space control (Kashihara et al., 1997) provides a way to the system to automatically control the learning space by limiting information resources, number of searching paths and tools, and amount of information presented. The control may reduce the student cognitive load, and can be based on the student competence level, experience, etc.

7.3.6 Deactivation of Adaptation

Students or teachers may turn on/off part or all of the system adaptation functions. A student may choose to shut down all adaptation processes of student modelling. Alternatively the student may
only switch off the content adaptation, which means all course materials in a section are displayed without adaptive hiding of the content that is originally assumed by the system as not suitable for the student.

7.4 Conclusion

As an important component of the web-based educational system, a student model is mainly employed to provide adaptive course contents and study guidance, and therefore to suit the needs of individual students with different knowledge levels and learning habits.

This study produced a two-fold web-based student modelling system, which is able to model and adapt to the learning actions and progresses of an individual student or a group of students in the web-based learning systems. The learning efforts of an individual student are estimated by the time that the student spent in the course contents. The learning outcomes of a student are assessed by her/his answers to a set of questions that are associated with particular concepts or contents. The group student model is constructed dynamically from the information contained in the individual student models. Both navigation and content adaptations are provided based on individual and group student models.

The approach in the project is general in a sense that can be extended in a number of ways as discussed in previous future work section. A number of more sophisticated student modelling and adaptation functions may be added to the existing system to form a more intelligent web-based educational system.
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